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CHAPTEH I
THE PROBLEM

It has been said that the two most important decisions which
a man makes are (l) what he shall be and (2) whom he shall marry.
Undoubtedly a large amount of the happiness or unhappiness whioh a
man experiences, both in this life and in the next, must be ascribed to the care with which he seeks answers to these questions.
This study will be directed toward one aspect of the first of
these questions.
The mere fact that a person wants to function in a certain
oocupation or profession does not of itself indioate that he has
the proper qualifioations.

It is true that a person is usually

more sucoessful in an occupation towards which he feels some attraotion than in one for which he has no attraction, but this attraction is not of itself predictive of suooess.

In faot, there

are many young people who ambition professional careers for which
neither their intelleotual endowments noD their education have
prepared them.

Thus, aspirants for any occupation must be selec-

ted by those who are responsible for maintaining the standards of
the occupation and for insuring the welfare of the aspirants themselves.
Such officials regularly make use of various tests or meas1

2

ures of ability in formulating their decisions.

A dockside hiring

bOBS, for example, may seleot his men on the basis of some physical measurement, suoh as bicep width or ohest expansion, whereas a
Bchool 1s usually more interested in indexes of a student's intelligence and his aoademio aohievement.
Nursing sohools share with other schools this interest in intelligenoe and aoademio aohievement, but a nursing school is not
exactly like other types of school.
and praotice field for

stude~t

It is also a training ground

nurses, men and women who are pre-

paring themselves for a place on the medioal team.

The modern

praotioe of the healing arts is essentially a team operation.

For

this reason the student nurse is reminded from the outset that the
team is more important than any of its individual members and that
the manner in whioh one functions on the team is more important
than the type of function whioh ane perfcrms.

Membership on suoh

a team requires a level of personal adjustment and an ability to
form wholesome interpersonal relationships quite beyond what is
demanded in the ordinary school or college atmosphere.
It i8 not surprising, then, that nursing school administrator.
are interested in evaluating oandidates on the basis of personal
adjustment as well as intelligence and aoademio aOhievement.

It

will be shown in the next ohapter that there has been a steady
trend toward the use of personality instruments and away from the
exolusive use of intelligence tests in selecting student nurses.
That this trend has begun only rather recently is due in large

3

measure to the tact that reliable personality instruments were not
previously available.
Subsequent chapters will detail a number ot studies which haV4
involved the administration ot personality tests to temale student
nurses but tew. it any. which have studied male student nurses.
Male nurses, ot course. are rather rare. and schools devoted exclusively to educating them are rarer still} in fact. there are
only tour sunn schools in the United States.
One ot these schools, the tocus of the present study, is located in a large midwestern city. where it has been educating secular and religiOUS male nurses for more than twenty years.

For

most ot that ttme the school's otficials have enlisted the aid ot
a protessional testing service. to screen applicants for the

scho~

and to recommend a given applicant's acceptance. deterral. or out-

right rejection.

The selection process has been rigorous, at

times nearly one-half of all applicants being rejected.

Neverthe-

less, the officials of the school are interested in learning whether there is another test or tests which could be used in addition to their present battery--or even in place of it--which would
enable them to screen out undesirable and unpromising candidates
with greater success than they have been enjoying.
The importance of discovering such a test or tests seems obvious.

When a young man leaves his home. perhaps in a rather dis-

tant City, or when he quits his job or leaves the military service
with attendant loss ot seniority and perhaps of pension benetits,

4

or when he elects to attend a nursing school rather than a general
college--all of

thes~

are tmportant steps.

Such a step consumes

valuable time and makes it difficult for the man to resume an occupation which he bas left, if he should withdraw from nurses'
training or be found unsuited for it.

From the standpoint of the

nursing school, the costs of instructors t salaries, housing and
maintenance ot the students, and expenses tor equipment and materials are considerable,.

I

They far exceed the small amount which

the student htmselt pays toward his education and maintenance.
Moreover, the student who is out of place is usually unhapPYJ in
most instances the school is unhappy with him.

His presence in

the school often has the effect of lowering instructional standards, of weakening the morale of his fellow students, and of adding to his personal unhappiness.

From every point of view it

would have been better if such a student had been detected at the
outset and told at that time to seek his livelihood anC. his happiness somewhere else.
A decision as momentous as this" however" ought to rest on
reliable indexes of future success or failure.
dexes should be used?

What sort of in-

Should they be tests ot intelligence or ot

academic achievement or ot personality--or of all three?

The

tests now used by this school seem to do an acceptable job ot indicating a candidate's general level ot intelligence and his previous achievement in certain key areas.

The rough personality in-

ventory included in the battery w111 detect gross personality prob.

5

What seems to be missing is an accurate assessment ot the

lems.

candidate's attitude toward his work, his personal adjustment, and
his ability to farm adequate interpersonal relationships.

Since

these qualities torm an important part of his personality, it 113
thought that they might well be used as an index of probable success in nurses' training.
In an ettort to re.medy the apparent deficiency in the school'

present testing program and to provIde evidanoe ot the oandidate's
personal adjustment, two standard personality tests-the r.finnssota
~fultiphasic

Personality Inventory (IMPI) and the Thematic Apperoep

tion Test (TAT)--were administered to seleoted groups of atudent
nurses.

The precise rationale of the study and the reasons whioh

prompted use ot these particular tests will be given in subsequent
chapters.
For now it remains only to state olearly the hypotheois under
investigation, namely, that one or both ot these tests will yield
a more accurate prediction of success in nurses' training than 1s
achieved by the present battery of tosts.
thesis, it reads as tollol'ls:

Stated as a null hypo-

Ueither the MMPI nor the TAT 113 able

satisfactorily to distinguish between successful and unsuooessful
students in an all-male nurses' traini:ng program.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:
NURSING*SCHOOL SELECTION
During the first year of a nurse's training the school and the
hospital with which it is connected make the greatest outlay and
realize the smallest return fram the contributed services of the
students.

Since

84~

of the students who drop out of training do

80

during this first year (Fitzmaurice. 1949). it is evidently important to improve selection procedures.

This is not a new need. for

nursing schools have been trying to improve selectivity for the
last 40 years.

Many different tests have been tried in this ef-

fort. but to date none of them has been particularly successful.
Earlier tests almost without exception were intelligence
tests, the reason being found. in the history of the testing movement itself.

Lewis M. Terman's 1916 revision of the Binet-Simon

scales. which became known as the Stantord-Binet. was the first important American test.
and

Within the next few years Robert M. Yerkes

his associates produced the A'l!my Alpha and the A'l!my Beta, and.

Arthur S. otis published the first of his many group tests of intelligence.

On into the 1930's intelligence tests were virtually

the only tests available.

Paper-and-pencil personality tests

and

projective techniques were developed later. followed still later by
6
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~ptitude

tasts and tests of specif1c abl1lt1aa.

As tS3tS of each sort have appeared, they have boen studied
~or

their potential value in tmprovlng nursing-school selectivity.

several of these studies are reviewed in this chapter.

Earl (1923) seems to havo beon one

o~

the first to protest the

jexcl3seive usa of intelligenoe tests for nursing-school selection.
"Intelligenoe testing cannot be made at this time to take the placG
of all other oritaria.

Where a atudent thoroughly satisties from

several standpoints, no test of intelligenoe should be used to her
~rajud1oGI

VOl',

tor we cannot as yet measure zeal or enthusiasm nor ter-

and these qua11ties may loom large 1n a few people of only av-

erage intelligenoe."
Metcalf (1928) I who had studied 331 stUdent nurses with the
~y

Alpha. agreed with Earl's

~ant

of tests "which will maasure the total ntU'sing ability of the

individual."

p~otost

and asked for the davelop-

When she found that the Alpha correlated .83 'lith the

students' ratings in theory but only .40 with their ward-practice
evaluations. she

0

oncluded that "the

A'J:Jrry

Alpha. does not measure

the total nursing ab1lity of the individual but merely gives an in~ication

of the genoral intelligenoe of the candidate."

lfy'man and. Dl"ey:l'"u.s8 (1930) also objec.ted to what they consi-

dered the over-emphasis on intelligence tests.

Their study

showe~

that "d1fferences in intelligence above the minimum standard already aS5Wned as a requisite tor graduation from high school do not
form an important factor in the qualifioations far

8~cce8s

in nllrS-

8

ing," since they had found. that "individuals considerably below th
general adult norm in intelligence are not only capable of passing
the nurses' training course, but that this is a quite usual occurrence."

Such an occurrence, while perhaps "usual" in 1930 in the

schools studIed by these investigators, is quite unusual in 1963
in the school under present study, as in most American schools of
nursing.
Rabbe (1933) continued the attack on the use of intelligence
tests as the sole criterion of selection, showing that, "provIded
the candidate has an IQ of at least 86, intelligence is not a statistically

~portant

factor in nursing training."

When Rheinhart

(1933) found that Stanford-Binet IQ's were not correlated with sue
cess in nurses' training, she conoluded that the "IQ but little
fluences suooess in nursing, when that success is measured by
grades in theoretioal and praotical work."

She then shifted her

attention to "psychological tests" and toand that the American
Council on Education Psychological Test (ACE) and the Moss Nursing
Aptitude Test each correlated .62 with grades in nursing theory.
This agreed with McPhail's ( 1929) earlier finding that the B1' own
University Psyoholqgical Exsm'nation correlated .76 with the academic grades earned by student nurses.

However, an attempted re-

plication of MCPhail's study achieved a correlation of only .60
(MoPhail & Bernard, 1943).
The tests used by Rheinbart, McPhail, and others were frequently called "psychological tests," but they were not nearly so

9

psychological nor

80

different from the usual intelligence tests

as are the paper-and-pencil personality tests and especially the
projective techniques in use today.

Nevertheless, their use in the

selection procedures of the 1930's marked the start of a trend
which quickened during the next decades.
O'Connor (1936) used a four-part test, involving vocabulary,
wiggly-block, free association, and pin board.

He found that the

vocabulary test was a good predictor of classroom success and that
the wiggly-block was satisfactory as a predictor of success in
ward practice, but that the other tests were not indicative of success in either area.

In view of the findings of Terman, Wechsler,

and others, that the best single indicator of intelligence is accurate use of vocabulary. this study of O'Connor's seems to emphasize the point that intelligence tests are not to be ignored in
selecting student nurses, but that they are not to be used exclusively.

Most later investigators have acknowledged the importance

of both intelligence and personality factors for success in nurses'
training, ascribing relatively more importance now to one, now to
the other.
For instance. Brooks (1937) reported that "students ot greater
mental ability, generally speaking, do better in both theory and
practice than do those ot lesser ability, the difference between
the two groups being greater in the case of theory.

Students of

greater maturity. on the other hand, do better in both theory and
practice than do those who are immature, the difference between the

10
two groups be1ng greater in the case of ward pract1ce."

She based

these conclus1ons on her f1nding that the ACE correlated .54 w1th
classroom grades, while the W1lloughby Test of Emot1onal Maturity
correlated .50 with ward-rating scales.

She suggested that "psy-

chological tests can be used to best advantage 1n elimination and
pred1ction when they are e.mpla,red 1n conjunction with a wellplanned selective preliminary per1od, with careful supervis1on,
and with a program of guidance."
Douglass and Merrill (1942) reported that eventual success in
nurses t training is correlated more highly with ratings submitted
by high-school

prin~ipals

than w1th any other index, espeCially

when the student has attended a small high school, in which presumably the principal has an opportunity to know the students personally.

This finding seems to indicate that there is no substitute

for close personal knowledge of a canidate tor wham one is asked tc
submit an evaluation.

Since close personal knowledge is not alway.

possible, however, personality inventories are in demand.
Crider (1943) challenged the usefulness of such inventorie.,
contending that the strong Vocational Interest Blank (VIB) and the
Bell Adjustment Inventory "contributed very little" to her results,
whereas the otis Self-Administering (S-A) Test of Mental Ability
and some tests ot reading and arithmetic ability "were able to discriminate between good and bad risks in nursing school."
Also ranged against personality inventories was Potts (1943)
who tested "several thousand" applicants for nurses t training,
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using tests of scholastic aptitude, general vocabulary, nontechnical scientific vocabulary, reading comprehension, reading
speed, science information, arithmetic, mechanical abilities, and
personality.

She reported that scholastic aptitude correlated .41

with grade-point averages and that other tests of academic skill
and achievement were worthwhile indexes at eventual success in the

nursing program.

The test ot mechanical abilities was of less pre-

dictive worth and the personality test least important of all, except 1n a tew instances in which an extreme personality deviation
was indicated.

"There seems to be," she concluded, "no such thing

as a nursing personality pattern."

This conclusion, however, has

been seriously challenged by later investigators.
Sartain (1946) tound that the Potts-Bennett tests correlated
.70 with high-school grade-point averages and .68 with nursingschool grade-point averages.

His study thus showed that the high-

school grade-point average is itself a good predictor ot performance in nursing school and seems to deserve more attention than it
has received.
Gunnell and Nutting (1957) also investigated the validity of
predictions made on the basis at high-school grade-point averages
and reported that these correlated .51 with final grade-point averages in nursing school, whereas the otis S-A Test correlated only
.42 with the same final averages.

Garrett (1960) reported that a

combination ot high-school grade-point averages with test scores
in arithmetic, silent reading, and clerical aptitude correlated
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.64 with success in nursing school.
Berg's (1947) study showed that almost one-halr of the students who failed to complete nurses' training could have been detected at the very beginning of the course by means of the scholastic and nursing aptitude tests which he had administered to them.
The tests he used were the ACE and the George Washington University
--Hunt series of nursing aptitude tests.
Fit~urice

(1949) compared the individual tests of this ser-

ies with nursing-school averages and reported correlations ranging
from .40 to .54.

However. the entire battery yielded a multiple

correlation of .80 with these same averages.

The conclusions of

Fitzmaurice's study are so apposite that they deserve to be quoted
at length.

He found (1) that the primary reason for elimination

from nursing school is

acade~c

failure; (2) that the preclinical

period is th6 most crucial stage of training; (3) that intelligence
test scores bear directly on success in nursing school; (4) that
high-school averages and percentile ranks are of definite value as
indexes of probable success in the nursing curriculum; (5) that
students who do exceptionally well in entrance examinations tend to
~o

equally well within their nursing-school classes in theoretical

work; and (6) that nursing aptitude tests are at least as valuable
as other P81chological tests in the task of predicting success 1n
nursing schools.
Healy and Borg (1952) found that students who eventually
~opped

out of nurses' training tended to accumulate poor scores on
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the Guilford-Martin scales_ which measure nervousness, depr6ssion_
cycloid tendencles_ objectivity, and cooperativeness.

Since these

scales bear at least a surface resemblance to the clinioal scales
of the MMPI, which will be described in the next ohapter, it will
be interesting to keep this finding in mind when discussing the results of the present study.
Lough (1946) filed a negative evaluation of the usefulness of
the MMPI for nursing-sohool selection.

She found no significant

differenoes between the mean scores of any of her groups and concluded fram this that the

~mpI

was not helpful.

Weisgerber's

(l951) results were similar to Lough's, showing, as he contends,
"the impossibility of determining typical profiles which will aerve
to distinguish with any reliability the better prospects from the
poorer • • • • The MMPI cannot safely be used for predictive purposes with a group

[ot

temale student nurses] like the one studied,

though it may perhaps be used for personal guidance."
Fina1ly_ Haney's (1960) group experimented with both cognitive
and non-cognitive predictors of achievement in nursing school and
reported that only the cognitive-type measures showed predictive
validity.
Those stUdies seem to caution that one should walk a judicioue
middle path between overemphasis on intelligence tests and overenthusiasm for personality tests.
Since a

nursir~

school is primarily a sehool_ it is not sur-

prising that indexes of intelligence and academic achievement are
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of considerable importance in the selection of candidates tor such
a school.

But a nursing school is not entirely like other schools.

While theory is important and receiVes considerable emphasis, there
is also a large amount ot practical work to be done.

This work re-

quires a certain measure of mechanical ability and a large capac it,
for understanding people and cooperating with them.

The student

with undesirable personality characteristics who might be able to
pursue a strictly academic course without any major difficulty
would be out of place in the essentially cooperative atmosphere of
the operating theater or the emergency room.
It ls felt that an adequate program of selection should detect such a person even before the course in nurses' training is
begun and thus save both the individual and the school from needless waste.

In an effort to find new tools wlth which to make thi8

selection, a paper-and-pencll personality test; and a projectlve
technique--the MMPI and the TAT--were used in this study.

Earller

studies of these two tests are reviewed in the next two chapters.

CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE:
THE MINNESOTA MULTIPHASIC PERSONALITY INVENTORY

The

M1nne~ta

Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) was

constructed by Starke R. Hathaway and J. Charnley McKinley and published by the University of Minnesota Press in 1940.

The first of-

ficial manual of the test appeared in 1943 and was revised in 1951.
In its original (1940) format the test consisted of 550 cards, on
each of whioh was printed a statement whioh the subjeot was to
evaluate as generally true of himself or generally not true of himself or "cannot say."

The 1943 version of the test substituted

paper-and-pencil, with optional IBM scoring, for the card-sorting
technique.

This version oonta1ns 566 1tems, because 16 items had

to be repeated for ease of machine scoring.

The subject blackens

the T(rue) square, 1f the item 1s generally true of himself; he
blackens the F(alse) square, if the 1tem 1s generally not true ot
himself; and he leaves both squares blank, if he "cannot say."
The items ot the test were selected from several psychiatric
direct10n forms, from var10us textbooks of psychiatry, from directions for case taking in medicine and neurology, and from several
earlier published scales of personal and sooial attitudes (Hathaway & McKinley, 1940).

Once assembled, these Items were adminIs15

16

tered to groups of previously diagnosed inmates of the University
of Minnesota Hospital and to a comparable-sized group of "normals,"
most of whom were visitors to the hospital.

The clinical scales

0

the test consist ot those items which differentiated the normal
group trom each of the several clinical groups.~The scales were
named according to the primary diagnosis ot each of these clinical
groups (Hathaway & McKinley, 1943).
Investigations of the diagnostic validity ot the clinical
scales have regularly shown that it is erroneous to attach a Kraepelinian label to a subject simply because his MMPI profile contain
The test authors the
selves advise against literal interpretation of the scales
have

an extreme T score on same particular scale.

and

recently suggested that numbers be substituted tor the original
Kraepelinian labels in order to emphasize the point.

Experience

has indicated_ however, that the more scores that are elevated and
the higher these elevations, the more likelihood that the subject
is severely disturbed (Hathaway & McKinley, 1951).
'\

,...; In addition to the clinical soales there are tour validity

scales, which indicate how aocurately a subject's responses reflect
his true attitudes and usual ways ot acting and how much credence,
therefore, is to be placed in the results.

There tollows a brief

description of each of these scales.

"?"

The height at this
scale obviously affects the magnitude and therefore the significance of the other scales. It 1s in its own
or "cannot sal" scale:

~

right an indicator of personality, but no specific clinical material on it has been analyzed.
High scores have often been observed to occur in
psychasthenic and retarded depression patients.
L scale is a short scale of 15 easily scorable
items, each of which refers to some act
or attitude which is generally judged to be
SOCially unaoceptable, but such a mild offense
that virtually everyone is guilty of it at some
time or other and most people are not embarrassed to admit that they themselves have on occasian succumbed. The theory is that a subject
who would never admit to any of these faults is
attempting to talsity his score by choosIng always the response which puts him in the most
acceptable light socially.
F scale consists of 64 items, all but one ot
which was answered in the scored direction by no more than 10% of the normative group.
While serving as a check on the validity of the
whole record, a high F score, especially when
coupled with a low K score, can be indicative
ot a tendency to "tike bad."
K soale was not part of the original test but
was added in 1946, in order to sharpen
the discriminatory power of the clinical scales.
It is a measure of test-taking attitudes, appearing either as personal defensiveness or as
an exhibition of personal defects and troubles.
Hs scale

a person's conce~n with bodily
functions. Those who show high scores
on this scale are usually unduly worried about
thei~ health.
The hypochond~iac is also characteristically tmmature in his approach to adult
problems; he tends to fail to respo~ith adequate insight. He differs from the hysteric by
being more vague in describing his complaints
and by not seeming to use his complaint to escape from an unacceptable situation, as the byete~ic frequently does.
Real organic illness
does not raiee a person's score on this scale,
for the scale is designed precisely to detect
the difference between the organically ill and
the hypochondriac.
measu~es
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D scale measures the depth of clinical depression in the subject. This mood state
is characterized generally by pessimism of outlook on lite and the future, by feelings ot
hopelessness and worthlessness, by slowing ot
thought and action, and frequently by preoccupation with death and suicide. A high score
on this scale further suggests a lack of selfconfidence, a. tendency to worry, nar!'owness of
interests, and introversion.

BY

scale measures the conversion-type neurotic
reaction. Those who soore high on
this scale appear to use physical symptoms as
a means of solving difficult conflicts or avoiding mature responsibilities. They are in general psychologically more immature than high scorers in any other group.
Pd scale measures the absence of deep emotional
response, inability to profit from experience, and disregard ot sooial mores. Those
who soore high on this soale are·frequently
likable and intelligent, but they show repeated
and flagrant disregard for so01al oustoms, the
inability to profit from punishment, and emotional shallowness in relation to others, partioularly in sexual and affectional display.
The most frequent deviations perp~ted by
such persons are lying, stealing, aloohol or
drug addiction, and sexual immorality. Such
persons may have short periods of true psychopathic excitement or depression, if their antisooial actions are disoovered.
Mt scale was originally oonstructed to identify

the personality features related to
male sexual inversion. Persons with this pattern often engage in homoerotic praotices as
part of their feminine emotional makeup; hawever, many of these men are too inhibited or
full of oonfliots to make any overt expression
of their sexual preferences. Their feminism
appears in their values, attitudes, and interests, in their style of expression and speech,
as well as in their sexual relationships. Homosexual abnormality is not to be assumed on the
basis of a high score on this scale without independent confirmatory evidence. This scale
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has been tound ot importance in vocational choice.
Pa Bcale measures suspiciousness, oversansitivity,
and delusions of persecution, with or
without expansive egoism. Some persons who are
actually paranoid are clever enough to avoid betraying themselves by their answers to the items
ot this scale.
Pt scale

obsessive ruminations, compulsive behavior rituals, abnormal fear.,
worries, difficulties in concentration, guilt
feelings, and excessive vacillation in making decisions. other features include excessively high
standards of morality or intellectual performance,
self-critical and self-debasing feelings and attitudes, and the assumpticn of a remote and unemotional aloofness from some personal conflicts.
mea~ures

Sc scale is closely related with the Pt scale but
more discriminatory than tha~scale in
the detection of true schizophrenics. These are
persons characterized by constrained, cold, apathetic or indifferent behavior, delusions, hallucinations, general disorientation, complete inactivity or endless stereotypy. Such persons are
frequently of good intelligence but perform below
the levels expected of them.
Ma scale mdasures those characterized by overproductivlty in thought and action. Many
of the scorable items are merely accentuations
ot normal responses. This type of person is active and enthusiastic and may have gotten into
trouble because of undertaking too many things.
Because aotivity in the wrong places or at the
wrong times can result in conflict with the law,
many of those who score high on this scale are
also found to have scored high on the ~ scale.
Si scale. constructed in 1946, is useful in detect1r~ the person who Buffers from a
variety of special sensitivities, insecurities,
and worries, but Is relatively free from mental
aberration (Hathaway & Meehl, 1951; Dahlstrom &
Welsh, 1960).
For each respons6 made in the scorable direction the subject
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receives a raw score of one on the corresponding validity or clini
cal scale.

The total raw score for each scale is converted into a

-

standard or T score, according to the following formula:
T= 50

+

lO(X-M~

SD

where X is the subject's raw score on a particular scale, and M an
SD are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the raw
scores for the Minnesota normative group.

Since the addition of

ted by the test authors calls for adding the K score or decimal
fractions of it to some of the clinical-scale raw scores before

the K scale in 1946 (Meehl & Hathaway, 1946), the procedure sugge.

which raw scores can be recorded, !
these are converted into T scores.

PrOfile sheets are available a
values added where appropriate,

and the! scores read directly, without doing the computation in-

volved in the equation given above.

By 1953 more than 283 studies of the MMPI had been published.
and the stream of articles has diminished only slightly in recent
years.

Since it is obviously impossible within the confines of

this paper to review more than a few of theae studies, only those
are cited which bear most direotly upon the topic of nursing-school
selection procedures.
Male nursing-school candidate. are similar to male college
candidate. in most respects, including age, educational background,
marital status, and military draft status.

Hence, if there i. an

MMPI response pattern which is characteristic of college male., it
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should be considered in interpreting the results of this study.
Bier (1948) found just such a characteristic. reporting that
"college-level groups have characteristic protiles on the MMPI.
tending to score on the average nearly half a standard deviation
above the mean of the general population."

Brown (1948) reported

that college groups differ from the MMPI normative group enough to
make one "at least very cautious" in comparing the two groups.
Olark (1954) went further. maintaining that college students differ
so Significantly from the MMPI

n~tive

groups as to render imper-

ative the construction of new collegiate norms.

Goodstein (1954)

found that the MMPI profiles of college males differ significantly.
not only from those of non-collegiate males. but also from those of
college females.

For this reason he advocated the construction of

double sets of norma for each sex, with prOVision for collegiate
and non-collegiate status.

He denied. though, the earlier conten-

tion of SopChak (1952), that the profiles of college males are characteristic of the geographical location ot their college.
General agreement that the MMPI is in need of special collegiate norms does not indicate, however. that this test predicts
demic aChievement.

aca~

That is a separate question which has to be

separately investigated.
Drake and oetting (1957) asserted that the BPI can be used to
predict academic performance. but most other authors have preferred
to adhere more closely to the clinical rationale of the test and to
use it as an index of personal adjustment.

Academic success is ot-
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ten faoilitated by adequate personal adjustment, and academio failure, conversely, is often ascribable in large measure to personal

dicate directly the degreo of adjustment or maladjustment

ynaladjustment.

But in both instances the MMPI T scores seem to Inand

only

indirectly to predict success or failure.
~~\

Many investigators and the teat authors themselves have warned

that MMPI profiles should be judged in terms ot patterns, not by
the height of a single seale or pair of scales taken alone.

Never-

theless, studies continue to appear in which attention is called to
one or other particular soale.

Since same of these studies are

relevant to the present topio, they deserve to be cited.
Brower (1947) obtained a negative correlation between IQ and
scores on the

At, !!!,

and

.fA scales and ooncluded that "intelli-

gence seems to function as a limiting value in the elaboration of
symptoms and the expression of maladjustment."

Altus (1948) repor-

-

ted that the Ma scale distinguished academic achievers trom nonachievers at the .01 level of oonfidence, with the non-achievers
consistently scoring significantly higher than the achievers.

Wex-

as measured by the

ner (1954), on the other hand, found that it was the Pa scale whiol
was significantly correlated with intelligence,
OtIs S-A Test.

In support ot this conclusion, Anderson (1956) re-

-

ported that college students with low Pa scores enoounter more ditticulties and show less academ10 acll1avement than thoae with high

-

Pa scores.
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scales were most discriminative in college populationa, with the
Yeomans and Lundin (195'7) tound that the Pd, JI£. and

better students scoring

~her

-

on the Nt scale and the poorer stu-

substantially with Drake and Oetting's

dents sooring higher on the Pd and Ma scaleSe

who

Ma

This report agrees

(1957) report that students

lack academic moti vatlon show the follOWing

MMPI

So
Nt is not

pattern:

one of the three highest scales J and Si is one of his two lowest

and Ma are among such a studentts three highest scales)

-

soalea.

These stud1es serve as a reminder that scales are not to be
interpreted 11terally. espeoially not aocording to the Kraepe11n1an

necessarily point to effeminate or paranoid tendencies,

names which they bear.

H1gh soores on Nt and Pal theretore, do not
1n faot,

among college-level males they may even pred1ct academic success.
Tydlaska and Mengel (1953) developed a special soale tor measuring one's attitude towards his work.

A later study (Tesseneer &

Tydlaska, 1956) reported that this scale suocessfully dist1ngu1shed
college students who had been rated by their teachers according to
their scholastic attitude.

This is but one of the more than 213

additional scales which have been devised, using the items of the
MMPI.

Several of these scales were used in the present study, as

ia explained in subsequent ohapters.
There are also a number of studies in whioh the MMPI was used
to prediot l'ucoess or failure in, some particular ocoupat1on or vocation.

Harmon and Wiener (1946) were among the first to set such
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a taSk tor the MMPI. and they were enthusiastic about the results.
"The MMPI," they reported. "is able to delineate personality characteristics ot crucial importance in the actual choice of vocation
and has yielded valuable information to aid in the prognosis ot
success."
In

1948 Bier published his comparative study of the MMPI re-

cords ot seminarians, pre-protessional college students, and general college students, one result of which has been an extensive use

ot the MMPI

thr~out

the United States in the selection ot semin-

arians and candidates for the religious lite.

His suggestion, how-

ever, that a shorter and somewhat emended version ot the test be
used in place of the original Version has been found unnecessary
(Rice, 1968) and also undesirable, since it has the etfect of separating all this testing trom the mainstream of MMPI research.
Benko and Nuttin (1956) reported from F'X'ance a study in which
the MMPI was used to predict the success ot candidates for the
priesthood.

The follow-up study two years later seemed to indicate

that the original findings were accurate.

Webb and Goodling (1958)

-

obtained correlations ranging trom .09 to .44 between MMPI f score.
and the "successful adjustment" of Methodist divinity students.
Their experimental design. however. 1nvolved the use of so many
difterent tests and evaluation of the students according to so many
ditferent criteria that it is difficult to determine which test
helped most in posting the .68 multiple correlation coefficient
Which they reported.

Finally, Briskin and Stennis (1957) found the
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MMPI useful for predicting success in Ar-my Officer Candidate School,
as did King (1959) for predIcting success in Navy submarine school.
Hovey (1954) reported a study which resembles the present one,
in

which he used 137 student nurses who were undergoing practioum

training in a VA neuropsychiatric hospital.

After investigating

the relationship between the students' grades on formal tests,
their ward-practice ratings, and their MMPI profiles, he concluded
that "student nurses tend to produce a characteristic MMPI profile

-

with a predominant elevation on the Pd scale and secondary elevations on the!! and

~

scales."

While the literature contains many articles in praise of the
M?~I.

there are many others which point to the futility of using

this test to predict achievement or success.

For instance, Brothel'

Godfrey (1955) tound "no correlation between scores on the MUPI and
perseverance ot the Brothers in the novitiate or in the first year
of religious life." (Quinn, 1961)

And Wauck (1957) reported that

the prediotive value of the MMPI in his study of seminarians was
"praotioally zero."
Bennett and Gordon (1944), who used the MMPI to test 235 student nurses from various schools, concluded that the MMPI is "of
little or no value as a part of a battery of tests in personnel selection, since it will prediot neither the success of the student
nor the attitudes of colleagues and supervisors."

Weisgerber

(1951) studied 72 junior and senior nurses, each of "hem took the
MMPI and was rated by supervisors and colleagues on 19 different
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personality traits considered important for student nurses.

When

he found that there was "only a slight relationship" between the
ratings which the students received on these traits and their MMPl
scores, he concluded that "the MMPl cannot be used to predict suocess of training and occupational fitness."

Mahler (1955) replica-

ted Weisgerber's study and obtained similar results.
Hovey (1953) studied the MMPI profiles of 97 student nurses
and

endeavored to predict the tinal nursing grades which they

wm,ld

receive.
High and low deviation on each scale, high and
low mean score, wide and narrow spread between
scale scores "ere tried, but signifioant relationships were not found. • • • A special scale
tor predicting grades was constructed, based on
item analyses ot "A" versus "n" students, but
when the scale was applied to the new group ot
40 students, prediction turned out to be little
better than chance.
Finally, Knehl' and Kohl (1959) studied three consecuti ve enter ""
ing classes at a large medical school and tound that "the hypothesis that students who would experience problema in adjustment during

medical training could be detected by a quantitative personal-

ity inventory was not borne out."
In

view of the negative reports ot Hovey, Weisgerber, and

others, it might seem better not to use the MMPl in this study.
However, it seems to this investigator that most of the difficulties encountered by others in using the MMPl are inherent in personality testing as such.

Because this tield is still in its earl.,

years, the sort ot precision or validity which is characteristic at
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well-established tests. suoh as the Stanford-Binet, cannot be expeoted.

And

even in later years personality tests should not be

expeoted to show the same stability as some other tests. sinoe personality faotors the.mselves are subjeot to frequent and sometimes
quite dramatio changes.
Because a nursing school is a unique sort of educational institution, it seemed worthwhile to investigate the personality tactors which contribute to success in this sort of school.

And

since

the MMPI was judged to be the best personality instrument available
for this investigation, it was used in this study.

Moreover, a

search of the literature failed to reveal any previous study of
male student nurses.
There was the possibility, then. that the MMPI might successfully discriminate within this speCialized group, even though it
had tailed to do so within other groups.

Finally, as a result ot

this study it would be possible to oonstruct the MMPI protile ot
successtul and unsuocessful male student nurses, which prpfile
might ditfer considerably trom those of' the normat1 ve sample and
also from other groups already studied.

Such a profile would per-

haps be of some use to the nursing school, even it the MMPI were
shown to fail as a discriminating instrument.

OHAPTER IV

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE I
THE THEMATIO APPERCEPTION TEST

The Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) was published by Christiana D. Morgan and Henry A. Murray in 1935 and quickly attained
prominence in the field of projective personality techniques.
The materials for this test consist of 31 cards (9i" x llft)~
on

~O

of which are reproduced achromatically scenes suggesting sit-

uations or conflicts in which a person might imagine himself' involved.

These pictures usually depict one or two people. occasion-

ally more.

The remaining card is entirely blank.

According to the procedure recommended by Murray (1943) in the
teat

manual~

other

carda~

each subject receives the blank card and 19 of' the
the selection being determined by his age and sex.

Ten carda are presented at the f'irst testing session, the other ten
at a later session, preferably on a different day_
When the experimenter judges that sufficient rapport has been
established~

he reads or recites the f'ollowing instructionsl

This is a test of' imagination, one f'orm of intelligence. I am going to show you some pictures, one at a time, and your task will be to
make up as dramatic a story as you can for each.
Tell what has led up to the event shown in the
picture, describe what is happening at the mement~ what the characters are thinking and f'eel-

ing, and then give the outcome. Speak yOUl'
thoughts as they come to your mind. Do you
understand? Since you have 50 minutes for
10 pictures, you can devote about tive minutes
to each story. Here is the first picture.

He then hands the first card to the subject and begins at once
to record either by hand or by using some recording device exactly
[what the subject says and does, including an approximate timing ot
his pauses.
Many clinicians have found it expensive and inconvenient to
have each subject spend two sessions relating his storiea; moreover,
they have found that some of the pictures do not seem to elicit
very meaningt-ul stories.

Thus, many clinicians today use a smaller

number of oards--10 or 12 or 13--811d administer all of these at the
same session.

And

because the male cards have been found generally-

to elicit more meaningful stories than the temale cards, many investigators today use the male 8eries for all subjects regardless
of their sex.
The time consumed in administering the TAT remains an important factor and bas led to the development of several substitute
methods, of Which group administration and selt-administration are
the most prominent.

Group administration is accomplished by pro-

jecting the test pictures on a screen or blank wall in front of the
group and asking each person to write out his stories acoording to
the same instructions as those used in the individual administration of the test.

One of the obvious disadvantages ot this method

is that the experimenter has little control over the length at the
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stories.

Since there are usually some members of the group who

peroeive. compose, and write more quickly than the others, 1t is
difficult to keep the entire group working all the ttme.
Eron and Ritter (1951) found no signif1cant difference in the
results of group and individual administration, if the data were
destined for researoh purposes, but they recommended that individual administration be retained in the clinical setting, lest impor·
tant olinioal data be lost.

Lindzey and Heinemann (1955) likewise

found no reportable differences between the data gained by either
method.

Sarason and Sarason (1958), however, disagreed with these

investigators and contended that the type of administration does
signifioantly affect the emotional tone and the outcome ratings of
the stories.

Kragh (1960) found that group administration led to

a type of story which showed the subject's defensive need to come
up with a story as quickly as possible.
In

an effort to preserve the time-saving advantages of group

administration, while allowing each subject to compose as briefly
or as lengthily as he wishes without inconveniencing others, a procedure ot selt-administration was developed by several different
investigators.

According to this method the subject is handed the

entire series of pictur,s on which he is to work. together with a
set of instructions similar to these. Which are adapted from Bellak

(1954):

1.
2.
3.

Please write a story about each picture in
this series.
Do not look at the pictures before you are
ready to write.
Look at one picture at a time, in the

5.

order they are arranged. and write as
dramatic story as you can about each.
Tell what has led up to the event shown
in the picture. Describe what is happening at the moment I What the charaoters are thinking and teeling. Then
give the outoome. Write your thoughts
as they oome to mind.
It should not be necessary to spend
more than about seven minutes on each
story I although you may spend more
time it you wish.
Number the stories as you go along, and
put your name on each aheet.

Bellak (1954) tears that the time-saving advantage ot this
selt-administration procedure is more than otfset by such disadvantages as the subject's loss ot spontaneity, the experimenter's inability to control the length of the stories, and his inability to
intervene it the subject begins to be uncooperative in responding.
On

the other hand, Clark (1944) tound that his subjects f'unctioned

better when they wrote out their own stories than when they merely
recited or diotated them, and Arnold (1962) got the same result.
Despite the disadvantages which have been noted in the seltadministration procedure and the additional disadvantage at needing
a distinct set ot pictures tor each subjeot, with oonsequent limitation at the number of subjects who can be tested simultaneously,
this was the prooedure used in the present study.
It was noted in Chapter III that there are two methods at administering the MMPI--oard sorting and paper-and-penoil notation-and two ways ot soaring the paper-and-penoil version--by hand
maohine.

-

01'

by

In addition, the X value can be added or not added to the
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raw soores of certain clinical scales aocording to the experimenter's preference.

There are also different methods of interpre-

ting MMPI profiles. as detailed in the books published on this subject.

On the whole, however, the adm1nistration, sooring. and in-

terpretation of the MMPI are fairly routine operations.

The TAT,

on the oontrary, is not nearly so objective or well-standardized
an instrument as is the MMPI.

Several different methods of admin-

istering the TAT have been noted above, and others are likely to be
devel.oped.

But it is in the sooring and interpretation of the TAT

that the greatest diversity among authorities is encountered.
MUrray (l.94&) suggested that each successive event in the
stories be analyzed according to

t~

needs of the hero and the en-

viraamental toroes or "press" to which he is subjected.

Many in-

vestigators have tol.l.owed MUrrayts lead in substance, while adapting his ideas to their own preterence and clinical requirement ••
Oombs (l.948) urged that the interpretation be made in terma ot
the situations which the subjeot desoribes, the goals toward which
his heroes strive, the trustrations which they sutfer en route to
these goal., and the action patterns by which they strive to resol.ve these frustrating situations.

Shorr (1948) suggested that

the stories be scored for their predominant mood, the chiet worries
expressed, the nature ot the endings, and the kinds of preas which
al'e operating.

Al'on (1949) subscribed to emphaSis on the manifest

level. of the story oontent, analyzed acoording to needs and press,
but added a further analysis according to benetit and deprivation,

designed to bring the test into closer harmony with clinical, and
especially psychoanalytic, theory.
Holt (1951) combined psychoanalytlc theory wlth MUrray's
needs-press system in a method which 1s sometimes called "intuit! ve. "

Acoording to this procedure the clinician reads over the

stories, jots down tentative hypotheses as he goes, and then integrates these into his final s1umnary.

Karcbin (1951), on the other

hand, marks the return to the original M1.trr&y system, examining th

charaoteristics of the heroes, the meaning of the main themes, out
comes, and levels of interpretation.
other investigators have departed more or less widely tram
Murray's interpretive procedures.
to his method.

Some of these have merely added

For instance, Tomkin (1947) analyzed storle. aOC01·

ding to fOUl' majott oategories-vectors, levels, conditions, and
qualities-of" tantasy produotion and aooording to a number of mine
categories.

DaDa (1956) used personality orientation as the thlrolo-

retioal basis of' his categories, whioh he identified as peroeptua1
organisation, range, and personalisation.

He

reported that, when

subjeoted to testing, these three oategories and his three soarable
aspeots ot test behavior-approach to the sltuation, normallty ot
response, and
order.

r~ity

ot response-showed diagnostio power ot a hi

Henry (1956) developed an elaborate method of analyzing

stories aooording to torm oharaoteristics (amount

,~'1

l~,lft-j-r~g~

inal production, quality of organization, acultY~·C~'6~C~l...a"

~,

intl"aception-extl'aoeption, relation of story to totalU~t- {oon-
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tent) and content characteristios (general
oontent, dynamio struoture).

tone~

positive-negative

This system involves the scntin)" of

the interrelationship of form and oontent characteristios in eight
~itferent

areas, namely, mental approach, creativity and imagina-

tion, behavioral approach, family dynamics, inner adjustment, emotional reactivity. sexual adjustment, and the desoriptive and
~retiv.

inter~

summary.

other investigators sought to give the TAT stories more ot an
interpersonal interpretatIon than Murrayts.
(1948) stressed

pr~y

For instance, Fine

feelings, outcomes, and interpersonal rela-

tionships, together w1th a qualitat1ve summary ot all the results.
Joel and Shapiro (1949) construoted their system around the notion

ot ego-funotion, searching the stories tor interpersonal feelings
and analyz1ng theBe tor the quality of the interaction portrayed.
Some investigators have objeoted to Murray's method and to
~y

ot the othel" methods which were intended to supplement or re-

place it on the gronnds that these are all too "subjective."

What

they olaim to want is an "objective" method which enables the clinioian to quantity the interpretive features wh1ch" they sa)", are
treated in vague and elusive ways in most of the other methods.
The search for such an "objective" method seems to indicate an
atomistic approach to personality evaluation in oontrast to the
holistic approach which has been characteristio of Murray and thos8
IWho have followed him mOl'e or less closel)".
White (1944) was among the first to try a quantitative ap-

as
proach.

He proposed rewriting the manifest content of the storie.

in terms of 50 value word. which represent motivating foroe. and

oarry discriminating ..eights.

The verbal elements of the storie.

sre thereby reduced to data which can be tallied and subjected to
quantitative analysis.
Rotter (1946) used a oomplicated teohnique which called for
scoring the stories according to 11 different aspects of persanality and according to five different prinoiples.

Wyatt (1941&) ela-

borated 15 different variables according to whioh he analyzed the
stories.

Bartman (1949) assigned eaoh story a score on a five-

point soale for each of 65 different response categories and examined the resulting totals according to same 40 different personality va.riables.
Rosenzweig and Fleming (1949) advocated scrutiny of the stories fer trequency ot hero tigures_ objects, problems,
and

and

outcomes,

the tabulation of reaction times, total times, total words,

so forth.

and

El'on (1950) evaluated each theme used by the subject ac-

oording to a prepared oheckliat, which also provided for sooring
the subject's level of interpretation and any peroeptual distortions Which he may have suttered.

nebanott (1951) examined the

oontent ot the stories tor overtly stated themata, which he grouped
under previously determined oategories and analyzed tor absolute
and percentage frequency ot occurrence.
Along with this emphasis on the "objective" and quantitative
approach went a steady movement tor holistio, personalistio inter-
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pretat10n ot the stories.

Sometimes the holistic

bined with a psychoanalytic interpretation theory. but the analyti
viewpoint is not essential to the holistio approach.

Lasaga y Tra-

vieso (1946) suggested that the interpreter read the record for
general impressions. then m1 mmarize each story in terms of ita mal
idea, attending to unusual words and reaction times, trying to 1"
olues for the main conflicts, and integrating all 01" these pOints
with what he knows 01" the subject's personal data.
Symonds (1949) urged that the interpreter keep in mind the T
protocol as a whole rather than as a group 01" isolated stories or
themes.

Though it is necessary that the data be extracted in the

torm 01" themes, he thought that in the tinal summarie. the interpreter should synthesize the themes 01" primary importance and indl
cate the

d~c

relationships among them.

Rotter and Jessor

(1951) suggested that the protocol be analyzed tor "leads" according to which the stories can a.l1 be orga.nized into a oombined unit
and given at length a

su~

evaluation.

It is in this tam1ly of interpret1ve procedures--holistic, dynam10, interpersonal--that Arnoldfs method 01" sequential analysis
belongs.

The assumptions whioh underlie this method may be out-

lined br1etly as follows (Petruaskas, 1959)1
1.
2.

Everything imagined must have been experienced before in some way, in real life or
in thought.
Each story with its stated outoome bas a
moral, proposes a conviotion, either a oasual oonviction or one strongly held. In
the latter case more than one story will
express it.
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3.
4.

5.

When the stories with their outcomes are
tormulated as propositions, they will give
a statement ot the person's philosophy ot
lite.
This philosophy is a working philosophy,
that is, it indicates how people are
thought to act or how they should act, what
actions are right or wrong, what will lead
to success, what are the things to strive
tor, and so forth.
Eaoh story with its outcome oontains an
indioation of the way in which the person
handles his impulses and emotions, rather
than an indication ot the kind ot emotions
he has or their intensity_

Arnold recommends that the subject write his own stories,
since she has found that this procedure leads to briefer and more
eaningful stories than are obtained when he tells or dictates them
to the examiner.

The directions whioh she advises giving to the

subjeot are almost identioal with those given on pages 30 and 31 of
this paper, except that she instructs the subject not to use dialogue in telling his stories, since she bas tound that its use camlioates the scoring prooess.
Her interpretive method. is a three-step process, which may be
summarized as follow. (Garvin, 1960):
su.mma.rz.

Each TAT story is summarized acoording to its signif1cant meaning. The
story is accepted at its faoe value; no meaning is projeoted into it. The meaning is stated in a generalized fo~, as it it were a
brier charaoterization ot the subjeot's lite
situation. However, it is not assumed that
the subjeot is always speaking about himselt
in describing the hero's actions, but only
that he is revealing his own principles at aotion. He indicates by the outcome whether he
thinks the hero's action is right or wr~ng,
commendable or blwmewort~. This is a differ-

ent process tram "projection" in the i8ychoanalytic sense or "hero identification.
Even
when the subject obviously identifies with the
hero, it is his evaluation of the actions and
attItude. of the hero which we try to state in
the 8t~ ~umnary and which reveal the subject's
own values.
The import ot each st~y is written
down in sequence. As this sequenoe
unfolds, a pattern will generally emerge. A
problem or alternative action that has a personal significanoe tor the subjeot frequently is
explored or approached trom different points ot
view in subsequent stories, and possible solutions are evaluated.
Sesuenoe.

Examination of the sequence ot imports
usually supplies much relevant inf~
ation about the subject's attitudes and motives.
In this step he is seen working out his principles ot action, that is, his problems and their
possible solutions and the methods he relies upon
to deal with his particular lite situation.
These methods can be viewed as the subject's eftective motivational characteristics.
Analysis.

The mere process of constructing the imports and viewing thei
sequence will give the 1nterpreter an impression that this record
is "good" or tfbad," "healthy" or ''unhealthy."

However, it may be

desirable to ass1gn numerical values to the imports, so as to
achieve a quantitative basis tor considering one import or one pr
toeol "better" than another.

To meet this need. Arnold devised a

simple scoring system, according to which each import is assigned
a numerical value, based on the quality of attitude or motivation
which it contains, according to the scheme shown on page 39.

In

connectIon with this scorIng system there arose a mild controversy,
since some investigators insisted that the 1960 version was a
four-point scale

ar~

the 1961 revision was in reality a five-point
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soale.

In her reoent publioation, however, Arnold (1969) accepts

the later scoring system as a tive-point scale and even assigns
the middle value ot "zero" to a limited number ot imports.
1960 8001'i~ szstem

"
3
2

1

Attitude or Motivation which is •••••
Strongly
Weakly
Weakly
strongly

positive
positive
negative
negative

1961 Revision ot
Soori!Y5 Szstem

+ 21
+1

--

2

In her recent manual Arnold lists in detail the various type a

ot attitude. motivation, prinoiple. and so torth, which receive

each ot the above scores.

Eaoh protocol oan be given a "plus" or

Itminus" rating according to the sort ot import which predominate8,
or the numerical values assigned to each import can be added together, to give a total "soore" tor each subject's protoool.

In this

the protocols ot various members ot a group can be ranked.
It i8 not the purpose ot this study to describe in detail thia
ot sequential analysis nor to compare it with other methods

interpretation.

These two projects have already been

ndled by Arnold herselt and a 8eries ot investigator8 who worked
ith her-Snider (1953), Burkard (1958), McCandlish (1958). Petraua
as (1959), Garvin (1960), Quinn (1959, 1961), steggert (1961), and
assl1iou (1962).

The system has been desoribed in same detal1.

owever. because lt was used ln thls study.

For this reason. too,

it is appropriate to review brietly same ot the studies in which
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tho TAT was used

fo~

purposes of discr1mination.

Only the more

recent and relevant studies will be Cited, since the entire list
is too long to be reviewed in detail and little purpose would be

served in doing

80.

Harrison and Rotter (1945) found that, when TAT stories were
scored tor indioations of stability and emotional maturity,. they
correlated .75 with the judgment of independent examiners who were
charged with evalu.ating the candidates' fitness to serve as officers in the

a~d

forcGs.

Horrall (1957) reported

tl~t

the TAT

suocessfully dist1n&u1shed high-IQ high-achievers from high-IQ
low-achievers in a group of 188 college seniors, whereas it tailed
to distinguish within the same group between those with high IQ
and those with low IQ.

Lyle and Gilchrist (1958) fOl.md that the

TAT succesafUlly distinguished between delinquent and non-delinquent male adolescents.
Thus, it seems that the TAT measures an attitude or a personality characteristio or a degree of motivation which 1s an important component of sucoess in acadamic and non-academic situations,
but which is not identical with the IQ nor revealed by it.

This

evaluation ot the TAT is in SUbstantial agreement with Hartman's
(1949) finding, that the TAT "is diagnostiC of major areas ot personality and yields statistically and olinically significant

p~e

dictors of behavior and personality."
On the other band, Ohlsen and

sohul,'tz (1955) reported that

blind analyses of TAT stories were not successful in

di8t1ngui8hi~
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the best 15% of student teachers tram the poorest 15%. as determined by the ratings of their supervisOl'S_

Since the experimental

design ot the present study is similar to that ot Ohlsen and
Schultz's investigation, the1%' negat1ve report should be kept in
mind in evaluating the results of the present study_
Using the earliest vel'sion of Arnold's method, Snider (1953)
found "highlY' sign1.t'icant" d1fferencea between atol'ies told by big}:
achievel's and those told by low achievel's among 40 high-school seniors.

His experiment was criticized, however, by Riggs, who

claimed that it was so "vaguely specified that replication would
be impossible." (Garvin, 1960)

Atter Arnold's method had been

rigorously overhauled, McCandlish (1958) used 1t again to study
high-school students and reported that it successtully d1stinguished high achievers f:rom low achievers in 97 ••~ of the cases.
With the same method Burkard (1958) successtully distinguished
good teachers from poor ones. and Petrauskas (1959) d1st1ngu.ished
offenders from non-Offenders in a naval installation.
Quinn (1961) conducted an ingenious experiment in which he

secured a ser1es of judgments as to the fitness tor relig10us lit.
of a group of cand1dates for the religious Brotherhood.

These

judgments were made by the candidates' superiors" by a group of
Brothers just immediately senior to the cand1dates, and by the
candidates themselves, each c~dat. submitting a judgment about
each of the other candidates, but not about himself.

When the

candidates then wrote out their TAT stories and these had been
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scored according to Arnold's method of sequence analysis,
found that the scores

co~related

Quinn

.61 with the judgments of the su-

periors, .59 with the judgments of the Brothers immediately senior
to the candidates, and .57 with the judgments of the candidate.'
own g1'oup.

Finall.y" Arnold (1962) cla1m.s that the method of story
sequence analysis is
useful for discovering positive and negative
motivation in normal. people, both thrcm.gh the
scoring system and through the olinical evaluation made possible on the basis ot the sequence of s tory imports. This can be a valuable aid in the selection of student. for
higher institutions of learning or the seleotion of candidates for responsible positions.
Selection based on intelligence alone bas a
percentage of risk that needs reduction. An
additional knowledge of motivation will make
it possible to gauge perf~e in a tar
more satisfactory manner. story sequence
analysis thus can be ot help in a number of
areas where knowledge of prospective levels
ot performance is useful.
A review ot the l.iterature cited in this and the preceding
chapters, therefore, shows that success is claimed for both the
MMPI and the TAT in distinguishing between successful and unsuccessful aspirants tor various sorts ot occupations and vocationa.
It al.so shows that several investigators have reported that these
tests are not effective in performing such a taSk.

Despite such

warnings these tests bave been used in the present stud,. because
they seemed to be the best available.

How they ware used and the

resul.ts which they gave are discussed in the following chapters.

CHAPTER V

THE SUBJECTS AND THE METHOD
Fifty-nine young men began nurses' training in August, 1960,
at the school being studied in this research.

This group wl11 here-

atter be referred to as the "Class of 1963," since that is the year
o£ their anticlpated graduation.
They came tram 20 dlfterent States ot this country, tram Puerto Rico. and trom Canada.

Forty-three ot them (nearly

73~

of the

total) were residents ot the seven midwestern States ot Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan. Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin.
Eleven men had previously served in the armed torces--five in
the navy, three in the all' torce. two in the armr. and one in the
national guard.

Twenty-seven men (almost

done same prevlous college work.

46~

ot the total) had

Twelve bad worked as orderlies or

techn1cians in hospitals, t1ve ot them previously serving as hospital corpsmen during milltary serv1ce.
Forty-n1ne men (slightly more than 83% o£ the total) were Roman Catholics.

Among the others there were two Lutherans, two Meth ..

odlsts. one Quaker, and tive undifterentiated "Protestants."

Thir-

teen members ot this class were religious BrothersJ the rest were
secular students.
training.

All 59 men were s1ngle at the time they started

other characterlstlcs ot the class are glven in Table 1.
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Table 1
Certain Charaoteristios of the Class of 1963

Age (in
years)
IQ (I)
Siblings,
Brothers
Sisters

~--59)

Range

-Mdn

-M

-SD

17.75 - 36.33

20.43

21.48

3.32

87 - 156

119.17

119.63

13.35

1.28
1.31

1.67
1.44

1.55
1.39

0 - 7
0-7

(I) as measured by the California Test of Mental Maturity

One year later, that is, in August, 1961, 46 young men began
nurses' training at the same school.

This group will hereafter be

reterred to as the ttClass of 1964," since that is the year 01' their
antiCipated graduation.
They came from 14 different States.

Thirty-eight of them

(nearly 83% at the total number) came from the seven midwestern
States 01' Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and
Wisconsin.
Twelve men had previously served in the armed forces--seven in
the navy, four in the army, and one in the air torce.

Nineteen men

(about 41% of the total number) had done 80me previous college work
Thirty of them had previously served as orderlies, technioians, or
hospital corpsmen--20 a8 civilians, five during military servioe,
five others both as oivilians and as military personnel.
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Thirty men (about 65% of the total) were Roman Catholics.
Among the others there were four Lutherans, three Baptists, one
Episcopalian, one Methodist, one Presbyterian, one member of the
United Brethren, and five undifferentiated "Protestants."

Two mem-

bers of this class were religious Brothers; all the others were
secular students.

All 46 men were listed as single at the start of

their tra1ning, but one man subsequently revealed that he was married before his testing had been finished.

other characteristics

of this class are given in Table 2.

Table 2
Certain Characteristics of the Class of 1964

(in
years)

Age

IQ (#)
Siblings:
Brothers
Sisters

17.50 - 29.50
97 - 1M
0-6
0-5

(!=46)

~

!

1m.

20.23

20.96

2.87

120 0 50

120.24

12.41

2.00
0.91

2.02
1.26

1.66
1.41

(H) as measured by the California Test of Mental Maturity
Table 3 shows that the differences between the•• two classes
in matters of age, intelligence, and family constellation are not
of statistical significance.
The members of the Class of 1963 took the MMPI in September,
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Table 3
giving statistical signiticance ot differences
-t ratios,
between means of the Class of 1963 and the Class of
1964 on characteristics given in Tables 1 and 2

--

Characteristic

-t ratio

Age (in years)

0.589

IQ

-0.240

Siblings:
Brothers
Sisters

-1.096
0.648

indicates difference in favor ot Class of 1964 over
Class of 1963

1960, during their first week in nurses' training.

The papers were

machine-scored by Testscor ot Saint Paul, Minnesota, and later
checked and profiled by this investigator.

A year later, that is,

in September, 1961, the Class ot 1964 took the MMPI during their
awn tirst week ot training.

At about the same time the school fur-

nished to this investigator the performance records ot the Class of
1963 tor the entire tirst-year training period.
It was expected that a careful study of the MMPI records ot
the Class of 1963 in the light of their first-year performance
would reveal certain characteristics which distinguished the successful students from the unsuccesstul ones.

Examination ot the

MMPI records ot the Class Of 1964 tor these same characteristics
would then enable the investigator to predict the pertor.mance of
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this class during the first year of training.

One year later, that

is, in September. 1962, the actual first-year performance records
of this class would show how accurate the prediction had been.
Such was the original design of this study.
Because several of the studies cited in Chapter III had questioned the validity

of

predictions based on the MMPI, whereas many

studies cited in Chapter IV had ascribed just this sart of prediotive power to the TAT, it was decided to administer both the

~~PI

and the TAT to the Class of 1964 and to compare the relative eff1ciency ot these two testa in predicting ach1evement in the specialized atmosphere of an all-male nursing school.
design of this study.

Such Was the final

The results are given in the follOWing chap-

ters.
The booklet form of the MMPI was administered to each group 1n
the same large, bright classroom of the school on the first Saturday morning that each group was in training.

The instructions of

the test authors were followed throughout.
Certa1n adjustments were made, however, 1n the administration
of the TAT.

It was decided to use only thirteen cards because of

the severe ttme restrictions under which the students were operating.

Those used were Cards 1, 2, 3BM, 4, 6BM, 7BM, 10, 11, 13MF,

14, 16, 17BM, and 20.

Use of Cards 1, 2, 3BM, 4, 6BM, 7BM, 11,

13MF, 14, 16, and 20 has become so standard as to require no justification here.

However, the reasons which prompted the substitu-

tion of Cards 10 and 17BM for the more usual Cards 8BM and 9BM de-
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serve mention here.
Cards 10 and l7BM were used because they are thought to elicit
the subjectts attitudes and feelings in an area of concern for an
all-male school.

Cards 8BM and 9BM were omitted principally be-

cause of the exigenoies ot time.

However. a further reason tor

omi tting Card 8BM was that the scene depicted on that card is so
"usual It for this specialized group and one which

OCC1.U'S

in response

to so many other cards that its inclusion seemed superfluous.

It

is regrettable that Card 9BM was not usod# since it frequently elicits stories indicative of the subject's attitudes towards work.
Arnold has suggested. though. that the total number of cards used
be an odd number. so as to eliminate the possibility ot a tie in
the "plus-minus score" of the protocol.

Since her methods of self-

administration and interpretation were used in this study, it
seemed reasonable to tollow this suggestion of hers as well.

Thu~.

Card 9BM was omitted.
The cards used in this study, therefore, were exactly those
~sed

by PetrauSkas (1959) in his study of naval offenders

and

non-

offenders, except for the substitution ot Card 10 for his Card 8BM.

CHAPTER VI
RESULTS:

THE MINNESOTA MULTIPHASIC

PERSONALITY INVENT<EY

When the first-year performance records of the Class of 1963
became available in September. 1961. it was possible to compare the
MMPI profiles of the successful students with those of the unsuc-

cessful studenta.

That is to say. it was possible to make such a

comparison once it had been determined which students had been successful and which had not.
It will be remembered that the Class of 1963 numbered 59 men
at the outset.

On

September 1, 1961, the date which marked the end

of their first year of training, 36 of these men were still in
training at the same school.

It seems obvious that these men

shouid be considered ftsucoessful," even though they differed among
themselves as to the degree of their success.

The school officials

assured this investigator that, of the 23 men no longer in training
at the school on September 1. 1961, 17 definitely would not be allowed to re-enter the school, even if they should make such a request.

It seems obvious that these 17 men are to be considered

"unsuccessful" in nurses' training.
Of the remaining six. three .ere reliably reported to be in
training at other nursing schools to which they had transferred for
49
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personal reasons.

It seemed reasonable to consider these men "suo-

cessfUl" tor the purposes ot this study and to add them to the 36
men already deSignated as such.
According to school otficials the remaining three men were
eligible to resume training in that school if they should want to
One man had transterred to a seminary, to study tor the
priesthood. 2 Another bad interrupted h1s training because of illdo so.

ness, with the

ann~ced

intention of resuming it when he had reou-

perated. but he had not as yet resumed training.

The th1rd had

withdrawn from the sohool. reportedly to attend another nursing
school nearer his home. but there was no reliable assurance that be
bad aotually enrolled in the other sohool.

Thus, aooording to the

criterion of continuing suooess in nurses' training these three men
would have to be considered unsuocessful.

On

the other hand, it

seema olear that their condition is far different trom that of the
17 who have already been labeled "unsuocessful."

Sinoe both the

"successful" and the "unsuccessful" categories seemed likely to be
oontaminated by the records or these three men, it was decided simply to omit their records trom th1s study.
When the MMPI was administered to the Class of 1963, only 57
men were present tor the test.

One man had already withdrawn from

the sohool, the other was ill that day.

Although baokground intor-

2Th1s man aotually did resume nurses' training at the sohool atter
one year in the seminary. Upon his return he became a member ot
the Class ot 1964. Lest h1s records oontuse the results ot th1s
study, however, they have been omitted entirely.
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matlon, high-school records, and so forth, were avallable for each
of these men, thelr records were not included ln any phase of this
study because of the absence of MMPI records for them.

Thus, the

actual subjects of this study number 54 men--38 who have been
labeled "successful" and 16 who have been called "unsuccessful."
The MMPI data tor the Class of 1963 are summarlzed in Table 4
(page 52).

The flrst step in the analysls of these data was to

compare the scale means of the 38 "suocessful" students (ct. Table
5, page 53) with the means ot the 16 "unsuccessful" students (ct.
Table 6, page 54).

As seen in Table 7 (page 55), only three ot the

-

-

scales have differences ot statistlcal signifloance--HS and Sc at
the .05 level ot confldence and

-

Ma

at the .02 level ot confidence.

It seemed that the data contained in the BPI records should result
in more than three sign1flcant differences between a "successful"
and

an "unsuccessful" group.

It the data were analyzed differentl"

perhaps more discriminable characteristics would emerge.
Kelley (1939) has shown that the dltferences whlch exist within a group are most discrtminable when the upper
is compared with the lower 27",.

Since

27~

27~

ot the group

of this group is almost

l6-it is 14.58 exactly-and since there were exactly 16 "unsuccessful" members of this class, the use ot Kelley's method was
deemed appropriate.

In order to make thls comparison, however, it

was necessary to designate the 16 "best" or "most successful" me.mbel'S ot the "successtul" group.
in which this could be done.

There were several different ways
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Table 4
MMPI T scores for the Class of 1963
Scale
?

L

Ui=54)

-

Rge

-Mdn

0-30*

1.86

5.48

o-

2.42

2.16

45.75

6.97

2.65

8*

36 - 63

o-

M

-SD

F

-

10*
44 - 66

3.75
52.00

6.08

-

36 - 66

50.83

7.49

K

I----""----+------~'''- 1-,-----~,---__1-,------_t__-------'-

-

Hs

31 - 67

48.75

49.83

8.68

1!l
-Mt

29 - 69

47.90

48.34

10.10

36 - 71

53.50

52.84

6.73

Pd

36 - 75

53.75

53.69

9.87

-Pa

41 - 75

54.83

55.82

8.07

41 - 62

51.06

52.22

5.98

-ScPt
-

38 - 83

52.00

53.61

10.50

52.78

7.61

33 - 78

58.30

56.19

9.62

-51

32 - 73

43.50

45.49

8.41

D

-

36 - 69

Mean ot means tor 10 clinical scales:

*

52.08

Raw soores. T soores are not used on the ? soale when the
number ot "ca'iinot say" responses is tewer than 30. CUrrent
research tavors report1ng the L and F scales 1n raw scores
rather than in T scores. Both-scores are g1ven for these
scales.
-
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Table 5
MMPI T scores for "suocessful" members of the Class of 1963
(I=~)

-

R!n$e

-

Mdn

-

-aD

'1

0 - 30*

1.50

3.76

6.10

L

o-

8*

2.87
45.84

2.23
7.41

Scale

M

-

36 - 63

2.39
43.07

P

-

0 - 10*
44 - 66

2.70
49.30

3.45
51.53

2.87
6.47

-

36- 66

54.50

51.89

7.64

][

--

I

-

,

Be

31 - 67

48.79

48.42

7.98

-.!!Z

29 - 68

45.83

47.11

10.25

36 - 62

53.50

51.89

6.29

D

-Pd
-Pa

26 - 69

54.17

52.58

7.61

41 - 75

53.83

55.34

8.84

44 - 62

50.17

52.34

5.77

Pt

38 - 83

51.50

52.71

10.79

80

36 - 69

50.90

51.45

7.90

Ma

33 - 75

54.50

54.42

9.09

81

32 - 73

42.21

45.84

9.48

}If

-

*

Raw scores. T scores are not used on the '1 soa1e when the
number of "cannot say" responses is tewer than 30. CUrrent
research favors reporting the L and F soales in raw soares
rather than 1n T soares. Both-scores are given for these
scales.
-
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Table 6
MMPI T scores

~or

-

"unsuccessful" members of the Class ot 1963
(N=-16)

Hanse

-Mdn

0-13*

-

M

-SD

1.60

2.06

8.56

36 - 63

2.50
44.50

2.75
45.62

2.22
6.58

F

3 - 8*
50 - 62

4.83
55.50

4.18
55.56

It

42 - 66

49.50

49.62

Scale
e

?

o-

L

-

8*

6.34

~o----~--r--------------+------------+--------~--r---------~

1i!

39 - 67

53.50

53.62

8.95

-D

36 - 69

51.50

51.19

8.95

It

44 - 71

55.50

55.31

6.93

-Pd
-Pt
-

46 - 75

55.00

55.69

8.22

Mt

45 - 74

58.50

57.31

6.32

Fa

41 - 62

SO.50

51.94

6.46

38 - 69

54.50

55.69

8.56

Se

42 - 69

55.80

56.38

7.17

-81

Ma

45 - 78

61.31

8.96

-

36 - 55

44.81

5.20

'* Raw

45.17

scores. T soores are not used on the ? scale when the
number of "oannot say" responses 1s ~ewer than 30. CUrrent
research lavors reporting the L and F scales 1n raw scores
rather than 1n T scores. Both-scores are g1ven for these
scales.
-
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Table 7
t ratios# giving statistical signi~icance o~ di~~erences
between MMPI scale means of 38 "successful" and
16 "unsuccessful" members ot the Class o~ 1963

-.

Soa1e

-t

L

0.108

F

-1.637

K

1.128
I

-

-

_
...

Ra

-2.012

D

-1.464

HZ

-1.701

-MtPd

-1.297

-Pa
-Pt
-Sc
-Me.
-Si
-

--~~~-

**

-0.923
0.214
-1.078
-2.237

**

-2.570

***

0.512

-- indicates difterenoe in tavor ot better adjustment ot the
"sucoessfu1" members o~ the olass over the "unsuocessful"
members

**
***

signifioant beyond the .05 level of oonfidenoe
significant beyond the .02 level of confidence

-.-

5$

Grades were available, showing each student's evaluation by
his teacher in each of the wide range of subjects studied during
the first year.

Thus, it was possible to rank the 38 "successful"

members of the class according to their grade-point averages and
to designate the top 16 men as the "most successful."

However,

several of the stUdies cited in Chapter III had questioned the accuracy of evaluating student nurses solely on the basis of classroom performance.

Since the school officials also objected to tb11

procedure, it was decided to designate the "most successful" students in some other way.
As the students complete the various major sections of their
train1ng, they take the National League tor Nursing (NLN) tests in
each ot these areas.

These are nationally-standardized tests,

which report a raw score, a standard score, and a percentile rank,
based on different norms tor degree schools and diploma schools.
By September 1, 1961, the members of the Class of 1963 had each
taken the NLN tests in the areas of anatomy and physiology, chemistry, and microbiology.

From the available results it was possi-

ble to rank the 38 "successful" members of the class on the basis
of all or each of these tests and in this way to designate the 16
"moat successful" members of the group.

The objections to this

procedure, however, were virtually the same as those which bad been
raised against use of classroom performance a8 the sole criterion
of success, and they had the same result.

Some other basiS of de-

termining the 16 "most successful" students had to be found.
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Since the officials of the school are presumably in the best
position to know which students are in the process ot becoming the
most etfective nurses, it was decided to ask these officials to
rank each ot the continuing students.

The criterion on which theY'

were asked to base their judgment was "overall suitability as nurses."

Admittedly this is a vague and general expression, but it

was used without further elaboration or specification because in
this way the constriction exerted on the evaluators seemed mintmal.
The director ot the school and five instructors did the evaluating.

Each of them was given a paper on Which were listed in al-

phabetical order the names ot the 38 continuing members of the
Class of 1963.

Each evaluator was asked to rank the most suitable

student #1. the next most suitable student #2, and so forth down tc
the least suitable student, who was ranked 138.

Six independent

evaluations of each student were obtained in this way, and a composite evaluation was obtained by adding together the six individual evaluations.
designated the

The 16 students with the smallest total were

~ost

successful" members of the class.

The MMPI scale means of these 16 "most successful" students
(Cf. Table 8, page 58) were compared with the scale means of the
16 "unsuccessful" students (ct. Table 6, page 54), in aooordanoe
with Kelley's suggestion, mentioned before (page 51).

But this

oomparison showed that the differences between the means were of
no more statistical signifioance (Cf. Table 7, page 55, and Table
9, page 59) than were the differenoes between the 8cores ot the 16
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Table 8
MMPI T scores of the 16 "most successful" members ot the
Class of 1963, as determined by faculty evaluation
Scale

rumse

-Mc1n

-

M

-

oo-

18*

1.50

3.56

5.56

7*

3.00
46.31

2.29
7.f11

SD

-L

36 - 60

2.83
45.50

l

0 - 10*
66
44

2.69
49.75

2.84
6.33

-

-

1.50
46.50

41 - 66

56.50

54.06

7.14

?

It

-,-

,

-

Hs

31 - 67

48.50

49.00

9.86

D

32 -68

47.83

50.56

10.17

.Hz

36 - 62

54.50

52.31

8.00

-MtPd
-Pa

39 - 60

55.00

52.06

7.80

41 - 75

56.50

55.13

7.66

44 - 62

53.50

53.44

6.03

38 - 83

52.50

56.06

12.96

38 - 69

50.50

52.00

9.01

Ma

33 - 73

50.00

53.19

9.23

8i

35 - 64

47.50

47.75

9.32

-Pt
-Sc
-

-

r

,

.. Raw scores. T scores are not used on the ? scale when the
number of "cannot say" responses is tewer than 30. Current
research favors reporting the L and F scales in raw scores
rather than in T scores. Botn-scores are given for these
scales.
-
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Table 9

t ratios, giving statistical significance of differences between MMPI soale means of 16 f~08t sucoessful"
and 16 "unsuccessful" members of the
Cla8. of 19t)Z
Scale

-t

**
1-------.--.-.---.. . . '. --,---1-"'------------- --,-----_.-..-L

0.273

-2.126

K

1.860

-

Hs

-1.388

D

-0.186

.!!Z

-1.134

-Pd

-2.211

-PaMt

-0.878

-

0.673

Pt

0.095

-

So

-1.522

-8i

Me.

-2.525

-

1.200

**

***

-- indicates difference in favor of better adjustment of the
"most successful" members of the class over the "unsuccessful'
members

**
***

significant beyond the .05 level of confidence
significant beyond the .02 level of confidence
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"unsuccessful" students and those of the whole group of 38 "suc~ess:tul"

ones who were compared ear11er.

In fact" the earlier re-

sults were more significant, since they showed differences on three

- -

-

clinical scales--Hs, Sc, and Ma--whereas the later comparison
Since
student nu.rses in genel'al seOl'e higher on these two scales than do
showed differences on only two clinical scales--Pd and Ma.

others ot their age (Hovey, 1954), it is important to note that the
"unsuccessful" members of the present group scored enough higher
than the "successful" members that these scales were still able to
dist1nguish them.
Among the 16 students judged "most successtul" ti ve were Bro-

thers.

Since many e8.l:'lier studies (Bier, 1948; Wauck, 1957; Rice,

1958) have shawn that seminarians and religiOUS differ from the
general population in many ways, it was decided to compare the 16
"unauccess.tul" students with the 16 "most successful" non-Brothers,
in

an effort to learn what effect .. if any, the inclusion of the

Brothel's exerted on the profile of the "most successful" group.
That the influence of the Brothers was considerable is shown
by the differences in scale means, when their records were not included (C.f'. Table 6, page 54J Table 10, page 61; and Table 11. page
62).

Four of the clinical scales showed significant differences,

whereas bet ore only three ot the differences were statistically
significant.

More important, the

~,

!!,

and

II scales, which orig-

part of the "unsuocessful" students, now had negative! ratiOS,

inally had positive t ratios, indicating better adjustment on the
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Table 10

MMPI T scares ot the 16 "most successful non-Brother" members
ot ihe Olass ot 1963, as determined by taculty evaluation

Range

-

18*

L

oo-

:M

-an

l eo 78

3.00

5.5'1

6*
36 - 56

J..50
40.50

2.31
43.94

1.99
6.65

F

0 - 10*
66
44

2.50
47.83

3.69
51.94

3.40
7.68

-

38- 64

52.50

5J..00

7.40

Scale

?

-

-

K

Mdn

,

l!!

31 -

(1'!

48.50

47 .. 25

9.13

D

32 - 65

46 .. 50

46.69

8.89

Yz

36 - 62

49 .. 50

49.81

6.79

-

Pd

39 - 60

55.50

52.50

6.81

-£.!

41 - 63

51 .. 50

51.28

7.44

44 - 62

49.50

51.13

4.56

38 - 79

50.00

52.75

11.16

38 - 69

49 .. 17

49.88

8.22

45 - 73

50.50

54.00

8.59

35 - 64

42.50

45.75

8.47

Mt

-SoPt

-Ma

-

-81

,

* Raw

,

scores. T scores are not used on the 1 scale when the
number ot "cannot 8ay" responses 1s rewer than 30. Current
researoh tavors reporting the ~ and l scales in raw soores
rather than in T scores. Both scores are given tor these
soa1e8.
-
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Table 11

t ratios, giving statistical signiticance of ditferences between
- MMPI scale means ot 16 "most sucoesstul non-Brothers" and
16 "unsuccessful" members ot the Class of 1963
Scale

-L
-

t
-0.718

p

-1.231

It

0.567

-

Hs

-1.996

D

-1.427

.Hl

-2.268

Pd

-Mt

-1.195

-Pa
-Pt

-2.471

***

-0.412

-Sc

-0.836

Ma

-2.356

8i

0.378

-

**

-2.385

**
**

-- indicates difference in tavor of better adjustment of the
"most suocessful" non-Brothers OVer the "unsuooessful"
members of the class

**
***

signiticant beyond the .05 level ot contidence
signiticant beyond the .02 level ot confidence

indicating better adjustment on the part of the "most successful"
non-Br others.

- -

The F and Pd soales remained negative but lost their

statistical significanoe, while the

!z,

.!!.~

and §.9. soales acquired

scale retained its sign1tioance in the same degree and the same direction as it had had when
statistical significanoe.

Only the

Ma

the Brothers' records were included.
The importance of all this is to indicate that the Brothers,/
as a group, are more reserved, more defensive, more introspective,
more compulsive" more cultured, and at the same time somewhat more
depressed than the secular students, as a group.

Thus, whenever

any considerable number of Brothers are inoluded in a "suocessful"
group, their presence has the eftect of tipping this group's )lMPI
scale means In the direction ot the "unsuocessful" group and thereby

renders ditferences between these two groups less signifioant

than they would be.

This is not to say that the Brothers are poor-

ly adjusted nor that theI'e is a "halo eftect" at work in their
favor--although both points merit lnvestigation--but it does indioate that a group of student nurses w1th several Brothers in it is
not typical of the entire population of male student nurses.
Even after the records of the Brothers were exoluded, however,
the results were not of suoh magnitude as to justify the suggestion
to the sohool that it add the MMPI to its selectIon battery.

It

this suggestIon were to be made, the data would have to be shown to
contain more significant disoriminating characteristics.
Bier (1948) had divided his group ot subjects into a we11-
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adjusted portion and a poorly-adjusted portion on the basis of
their "total adjustment."

whioh were in use at

This he determined by adding together

each subject's T scores on the nine clinical scales ot the MMPI
that time.

He reasoned that this procedure

appeared basically justifiable since we are
dealing with standard meabures which oould
be compared with one another and which could
be combined into total sCCJres. • • • The
additive tctals whioh we ~ployed appep~ed
to yield the general picture ot adjustment
whioh was desired. The W,(PI is so oonAtructed that on all the soales satisfaotory adjustment is lEaicated by low soorea. poor
adjustment by high scores. The tendenoies.
therefore, of all the scales are in the same
direction, and hence the higher total score
would be indioative of poorer general adjustment and the lower general soore ot more
satisfaotory adjustment.
It was deoided, therefore, to rank the 57 members of the Class

ot 1963 who had taken the MMPI on the basis of a single "total adjustment" score, this score being the sum of each subjeot's

%

scores on the ten clinical scales which are now oommonly used.

-

Those with the smallest total T soore, in view of the above reasonlng, are to be canaidered the "best adjusted," whereas those with

-

the largest total T score are to be considered "most poorly adjusWhen the names or numbers of these students are listed in the
order of their "total adjustment" -- 11 being the student with

the stUdent with seCOnd-smallest total T score,

smallest total T score, therefore presumably "best adjusted"J

12,

therefore presumably "second-best adjusted"} and so forth down to #57. who 1s the
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student with the largest total % soore. therefore presumably the
"most poorly adjusted" -- and when eaoh one's status after one year
of nurses' training is compared with his adjustment ranking (Cf.
Table 12, page 66), there emerges a strong tendency for the students with the best "total adjustment" soore to be still engaged in
nurses' training and, conversely, tor those with the poorest "total
adjustment" soore to have been el1mjnated tram Il.t'l'ses' train1ng.
Just how impressive this trend realJy i8 can be

~e6n

trom the con-

tingenoy table (Table 13, page 67), which shows that the likelihood
of encountering such results by chance is less than one in 100.
Among the six members ot the Class of 1963 with the poorest

~

"total adjustment," as determined by the BPI, were tour Brothers.
Despita their shOWing on the MMPI, these men were still engaged in
nurses' training and presumably were at least mOderately successful.

In seeking an explanation for this anomaly, one does well to

remember Bier's (1948) report that his seminary group was "the most
deviant portion ot an already deviant population the college
grouP."

He suggested that "the consistent tendency of the semina-

ry group to score higher than the normative group on all OPI
scales aeems to indioate the necessity of introduoing some modifioation in these general nor.ma in adapting the test for seminary use "
Wauok (1957) disagreed with several features at Bier's study,
but he agreed with h1m in this, that among seminarians "one not infrequently enoounters the paradoxical findings wherein the better
adjusted get 'poorer' MMPI soares."

For this reason he questioned
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Table 12
Class of 1963, ranked a~cord1ng to total adjustment,
that is, according
to total MMPI T score
.

-

1

30

16 #

44 #

31

2

17

3&

I
45 ,

32#

18

4

19 {I

5

48#

35 "

21 /I

7

47 #

54

20

6

46

33

49 (I

36

22

50 "

37

8

23
9

24

10

12 "

14

15

{I

#

26

29

54

41 &

27

28

53#

40

42

13

52

39

25

111

51 II

38

551

&
(564)

(564)

43 II

56

57

"Unsuccessful" student. Bas discontinued training at
this school, not eligible to resume.

&

Has discontinued training for personal reasons, eligible to resume training at this school. His record is
not inoluded in this study.

"

Now in training at some other school of nursing.
Numbers without any symbols reter to students who ooncontinue in training at this school.
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the propriety of using the MMPI with such a unique and specialized
population.

Rice (1958) agreed with both of these investigators,

that seminarians and religious constitute a specialized group, but
he defended the use of the standard MMPI with these subjects because of the demonstrable advantages ot being able to compare one'a
findings with other published resulta, something which would not be
possible it the test were altered.
Table 13
contingency table, showing first-year performance
ot Class ot 1963, distinguished on basis
ot total adjustment

First-year
Pertormance

"Successful"
ttUnsucceastul"
Total

According
MMPI T
We 11adjusted

-

to total
scores
Poorly.
adjusted

Total

32

6

38

7

9

16

39

16
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Perhaps it is true that on occasion a rather poorly-adjusted
member ot a religious Institute is retained in the Institute and
even in the program ot nurses' training despite a degree of maladjustment which would prompt the dismissal ot a secular student, but

this is not to be thought true of all the Brothers who received
"poor" total adjustment scores on the MMPI.

On

the othel' hand.

since earlier studies have shown tr£t seminarians and religious are
characteristically more defensive, introspective, and compulsive
than other men of their age, it seems advisable not to use the MMPl
in selecting

nul~sil1g-sch~ol

candidates who are religious or at

least to develop speoial norma for them before doing so.
When the mean soores of the 15 "best adjuet,d" mambers of the
Class of 1963 (Cf. Table 14, page 69) were compared with the mean
scores of the 15 Ifmost poorly adjusted" members of that class (ct.

the differences between these two groups attained a high degree ct

Table 15. page 70), adjustment being determined by total T scores,

statistical significance (Cf. Table 16. page 71).

At this point it

the study it seemed that Bier's (1948) method of "total

adjustment~

scores would be the best way to use the MMPI for nursing-school
seleotion.
It seems certain that the MMPI measured a dimension of personality which is not measured by the IQ, classroom evaluations, clinical ratings, NLN tests, or instructors' evaluations of "overall
suitability."

It will be noted in Table 17 (pages 72 and 73) that

same of the instructors tended to rank the students more in accordance with measures of intellectual ability or

achievement~

others appear to have interpreted "overall suitability" as
thing different from either of these.
the way from a high ot .834 to a low of

whereas
80111.6-

The correlations range all
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Table 14
MMPI T SCOl'es ot the 15 "best adjusted ft members ot the
eliss ot 1963, as determined by total adjustment,
that is, bY' total MMPI T soores

-

Ranse

-Mdn

?

o - 30*

-

Scale

-

-

-SD

2.10

5.00

8.02

6*
36 - 56

1 0 38
40.25

2.27
43.80

2.14
7.13

6*
58

1.70
47.00

2.13
48.53

1.63
3.83

41 - 57

50.00

49.27

5.80

o-

L

o-

F

44

-K

-

M:

,---

,-"

-Hs

31 - 49

42.30

43.13

4.73

D
-gy:

32 - 51

42.17

42.13

4.95

36 - 57

49.00

49.07

5.8'7

-PdMt

36 .. 60

47.50

47.13

7.19

41 - 65

51.17

51.93

6.88

44 - 56

47.90

48.00

3.16

-Pa
-Pt
-So

38- 53

44.00

45.13

5.35

36 - 51

43.50

44.00

4.37

Me.

33 .. 65

49.50

50.07

8.25

S1

32 - 55

40.83

41.27

5.99

-

I

*

Raw 80or6S. T scores are not used on tho ? soalo when tho
number ot "cailnot say'· responses is .tewor IDlan 30. Current
researoh tavors reporting the L and F scales in raw soores
rather than in T scor8S. Both-scores are given for these
scales.
-
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Table 15
MMPI T scores of the 15 "most poorly adjusted" members
the Class of 1963, as determined by total
adjustment, that 1s, by total MMPI 1 scores

or

Scale

'I

Rge

-

Mdn

M

-

0 - 13*

1.S8

3.00

3.67

o-

SJ)

L

-

8*
36 - 63

2.50
44.83

2.93
46.27

2.17
7.25

F

-

1 - 10*
46
66

4. f!II

5.07
55.20

2.59

-K

36 - 66

51.50
,

51.87

7.75

l!!

34 - 6'1

58.83

56.60

8.68

D

48 - 69

58.00

58.47

8.05

11l.

45 - 71

58.83

58.93

5.94

-lttPd
-Pa

46 - 75

57.50

58.60

7.14

43 - 75

60.00

60.93

8.87

-

41 - 62

60.63

57.00

6.45

-

52 - 83

63.75

65.47

8.79

-

SO

51 - 69

63.50

61.P!/

5.74

Ma

45 - 78

59.50

68.73

9.38

-81

41 - 73

50.83

52.53

9.02

pt

-

--'* Raw scores.

54.83

5.91

,---

,

T soores are not used on the 'I soa1e when the
number of "caiinot say" responses is fewer 'r.b.an 30. Current
research favors reporting the L and F soa1es 1n raw soores
rather than in T soores. Both-soorss are given for theae
scales.
-
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Ta.ble 16

1

ratios, giving statistical significance of c.itterences
between W.~PI sca.le mOtlnn of the 15 "best adjusted"
and the 15 nmost poorly adjusted" members
ot the Class of 1963

--t

scale

L

-0.939

F

-3.784

-K

-1.040

--

*****
.

-

Bs

-5.278 *~-***

D

-6.694

!Z

-4.573 *i:··IHl-*

-Pd

-4.260 *~.***

-MfPa
-Pt
-Sc
-

-3.104

*****

****

-4.852 ****'"~
-7.657 ****-~
-9.270

*~}

Ma

-2.686

***

-

..... 4.025

*****

-Si

..-----~

-- indicates difference in favor of better adjustment of the
"best adjusted" over the "most poorly adjusted" members
significant beyond the .02 level ot confidenoe
significant beyond the .01 level of confidence
significant beyond the .001 level of confidence
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Table 17
Spearman rank-order correlations of various
evaluations and scores ot the Class of 1963

F
A

#1

FACULTY EVALUATORS
#5
14
fl6

Compoaite

#2

#3

.380

.406

.673

.571

.466

.772***

.222

.506

.496

.664

.713

.338

.182

.359

.517

.642

.610

.834*"'''*

.556

.754*

C

U #2
L
T
Y
E
V
A

#3
#4

L

U #5
A

T

.814***

0

#6

S

Composite

R

GRADES
NUl
TESTS

MMPI

**
***

significant beyond the .05 level of confidence
significant beyond the .01 level of confidence
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Table 17 (contfd)

Spearman rank-order correlations of various
evaluations and scores ot the Class ot 1963

GRADES

NLN
TESTS

BPI

IQ

#1

.712

.681

-.200

.237

#2

.477

.234

.046

.214

T
Y

13

.254

.217

-.134

.113

E
V

14

.746**

.601

-.074

.413

#5

.760**

.605

-.041

.344

T
0

#6

.523

.264

.052

.222

R

Composita

.783***

.578

--.077

.270

.792***

-.014

.403

--.099

.351

F
A
C
U
L

A

L
U
A

S

GRADES

NLli
TEBTS

}AMP I

.016

**
*~"*

significant beyond the .05 level of confidence
significant beyond the .01 level of confidence
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.113.

Of

the ten correlations which involve the MMPI, however,

only three are positive, and these never exceed .052.

Thus, it

seems certain that the MMPI is measuring something which is not
measured by the other tests or evaluatIons.
The acid test of the MMPI's predIctive abilIty came when it
was used to predict the performance ot the Class ot 1964.

Betore

giving the results of that prediotion, however, it seems appropriate to compare the judgment ot the Class ot 1963 arrived at by use
ot the MMPI with that submitted by the testing agenoy whose services are employed each year by the school.
This agenoy administers a battery ot testa, which includes the
California Test ot Mental Maturity, achievement tests in chemistry,
arithmetic, reading, spellIng, and English, and the Washburne
Social Adjustment Inventory.

The California test is reported in

three soores, representing IQ, scholastic aptitude, and non-verbal
factors.

The Washburne test is reported according to seven sub-

scores, namely, accuracy of personal rating, happiness, social mem[bership, sympathy.. maturity of purpose, impulse-judgment, and selfcontrol.
The agency provides the school with a profile of each candi~ate,

showing his plotted deoile scores .. together with a brier eval

uation of his strengths and weaknesses and a clear statement as to
whether or not he is recommended for acceptance.

The various oate-

gories used to evaluate a candidate number nine, namely, superior,
excellent, very good, recommended, borderline, satisfactory, condi-
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tional, questionable, and rejeoted.
Sinoe it is unwieldy to have so many different oategories in
any statistioal operation, the investigator lumped the first four
of these oategories together into a "tavorable"categorY' and the
last tour into an "unfavorable" categorY'_
01'

By allowing the middle

"borderline" category to act as a "swing" oategory and by making

two distinct calculations, it was possible to construct the contingency tables shown below and on page 76.

A oomparison of the chi-

square values of this table with that which shows the discriminative power of the MMPI, when it is used as a measure of total adjustment (Table 13, page f17) seems to show that both procedures are
Table 18
Contingency table, showing first-year performance
of the Class of 1963, oompared with performance
predioted by the testing agency

Firat-year
Performance
"Successful"
"Unsuccessful"
Total

X"'-=8.2'13
*

Judgment of the
testIng agenoy

*

Total

Recommended

Not Reoommended

34

5

39

9

8

17

43

13
P

56 (I)

< .01

"Borderline" category considered as "favorable"
I One member of this class did not take the pre-seleotiol
testa. No reason tor this 1s given In his record.
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highly discriminative and that, at least with reference to the
Class of 1963, there was little to choose between them.
Table 19
Contingency table, showing first-year performanoe
of the Class of 1963, compared with performance
predioted by testing agency (alternate method)
Judgment ot the
tasting agency *
RecomNot Remended
commended

First-year
Performanoe

"Successful"

33

6

39

7

10

17

40

16

56 (I)

Itunsuccesstul"
Total

Total

Xl-::: 10.496

P <.01

*

"Borderline" category considered as "unfavorable"
I One member of this class dId not take the pre-selection
testa. No reason for this 1s given in his record.
Betore an attempt is made to pred1ct the performance of the
Class of 1964 trom that of the Class ot 1963, 1t 1s important to
know whether or not these two classes are comparable, that is. whe-

ther or not it is reasonable to assume that they have been drawn
from the same general

~population.

This assumption was invest1ga-

ted by computing the means of the MMPI scales for each class (ct.
Table 4, page 52, and Table 20, page 77) and testing these tor possibly signifioant differences.

Table 21 (page 78) shows that these
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Table 20

-

MMPI T scores tor the Class ot 1964

C1!-46)

-

M

-

1.70

2.50

4.99

10*
36 - 70

2.41
44.50

2.76
46.54

1.98
6.63

F

1 - 9*
45 - 64

3.14
49.70

3.61
51.74

1.99
4.70

K

38 - 75

58.50

56.24

8.96

Scale

?

L

-

Rge

-Mdn

oo-

3S*

SD

-

-DHs

34 - 72

50.50

51.22

8.50

-

34 - 75

47.75

48.94

8.16

.!!l

32 - 69

56.14

55.35

7.63

-Pd
-Pa

43 - 81

59.50

60.37

9.03

M:t.'

45 - 90

65.00

64.46

10.50

-

38 - 70

53.79

53.93

5.99

l!

44 - 79

56.83

58.87

8.79

-MaSc

40 - 78

59.30

58.83

9.30

43 - 86

59.70

61.76

8.81

35 - 68

45.90

47.17

8.05

-Si

-

Mean ot means tor

* Raw

~O

clinical scales:

56.09

scores. T scores are not used on the ? scale when the
number of "cannot say" responses is fewer ihan 30. CUl'rent
research favors reporting the L and F scales in raw scores
rather than in T scores. Both-scores are given tor these
scales.
-
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Table 21
t ratios, giving statistical significance of differences
- between MMPI scale means for the Class of 1963 and
the Class of 1964
Scale

-

-

0.437

t

L

0.899
-2.918

-

Bs

-0.964

D

-0.319

§Z

-1.628

-Pd

-4.095

-Pa

*****

Mf'

-4.630

*****

-

-1.301

-Pt
-

-2.682

***

So

-3.466

-'PIa

-3.016

****
****

-8i

-

****

-1.024

indicates difference in favor of better adjustment of the
Class of 1963 over the Class of 1964

**
***
****
*****

significant
significant
significant
signifioant

beyond
beyond
beyond
beyond

the
the
the
the

level
.02 level
.01 level
.001 level
.05

of
of
of
of

confidence
confidence
confidence
oonfidence
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~lass8s

do differ significantly on five of the ten clinical scalea

and on the! validity scale as

.e~l.

This! scale, as waa mentioned in Chapter III (page 17), 1s a
meaaure ot "teat-taking attitude, appearing either as personal defensiveness or as an exh1b1tion of personal defects and troubles."
When a group is being tested in an academic rather than a clinical

cribed to the personal detects and troubles of the students, but
setting, it seems that a high K score should not readily be as-

rather to aspects of the testing situation wh1ch they perhaps
found threatening.
Along these lines it seems that an explanation tor the high

!

score of the Class of 1964 can be found in the respective reli-

gious persuasions of the two classea.

The investigator appeared

betore both classes, dressed in the street garb at a Roman Catholic
priest.

It seems plausible, theretore, that the Catholics among

the stUdents may have adopted a different attitude toward him than
did those who

we~e

not Catholics.

The non-Catholics might delib-

erately or indeliberately have attempted to appear in a more tavorable light on a test conducted by a priest than on one conducted b,
a lay person, whereas the Catholic students may have been more

t~

ordinarily candid in responding to a test conducted by a prieat.
S1nce there were many more non-Catholic students in the Claaa ot
1964 than in the Class of 1963, their presence might explain the

greater defensiveness at the Class at 1964, as indicated by their

-

elevated K scale mean.
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Be that as it may, the signif1cant differences between these
two class6s on five of the clInical scales pose a ditferent and
much more serious problem.

There is the possibi11ty that the Class

of 1963, whioh was chosen somewhat arbItrarily as the control or
normative group for this study, is indeed tar fronl typical.

It

this be true, it will necessitate a number of adjustments in the
interpretation of the data.

However, it is still too early to have

fOl'111ed an opinion as to what constitutes the "typical" male student
nurse or the "typical" class.
The cut-ott score used to distinguish well-adjusted members ot
the Class of 1963 from poorly-adjusted members of the class was a
total 1 score ot 564 (ct. Table 12, page 66).

Th1s score was se-

lected because it discrtminated most effectively between those who
were "successful lt and those who were "unsuccessful."

Since this

score was ohosen empirically, the question arose as to whether the
same exact score should be used as the cut-ott score tar the Class
of 1964 or whethdr some other score should be used.
The question was answered in this way.

The Class of 1963 de-

viated tram the theoretioal mean 01' 50.00 set by the test author.,
having an overall clinical-scale mean of 52.08.
cut-ott score of 564 was found usetul.

For this class the

Since the Class at 1964 de-

viated even more widely tram the theoretical mean, showing an overall Clinical-scale mean at 56.09, it seamed reasonable
class should have a higher cut-off 8core.

tl~t

this

Solving the implied

p~o

portion gave a value of 607.46; theretore, 607 was chosen as the
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cut-off score for the Class of 1964.
It is time now to assess the predictive value of the MMPI.
~he

school records show that 10 members of the Class of 1964

f1ropped out of school during the first year of training, while the
~8St

of the class members are now in their second year of

at the school.

trainir~

Table 22 (page 82) lists all 46 members of the

class by number# in the oreer of their "total adjustment," as meas-

-

ured by their total MMPI T scores.
It will be seen trom this table that there is no suCh impressive clustering of drop-outs near the bottom of the table as there
~as

with the Class of 1963 (Cf. Table 12, page 66).

Chi-square

analysis of the data (ct. Table 23, page 83) shows that the likel!~ood

of obtaining such results by

~nreasonable

ch~nce

is so great as to make it

to assign any statistical significance to them.

other r.orda, the

)B~PI

In

simply does not distinguish "successful" male

student nurses from "unsuccessful" ones.
It will be remembered that earlier efforts to correlate the
MMPI data of the Class of 1963 with the students' classroom grades,
NLN test scores, and supervisors' ratings did not produce any significant results.

In fact, it was this failure Which led to the

use of Sierfs total adjustment score.

Now that the total adjust-

ment score itself has failed to distinguish "successful" students
from "unsuocessful" ones, there seems little point in recurring to
similar evaluations of the Claas of 1964, as it one expected to
find something significant in them.

Nevertheless. for the sake ot
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Table 22
Class ot 1964, ranked according to total adjustment,
that is, according to total MMPI T scorea

-

#

1

17

33 #

2

18 #

34

3

19

35 #

4

20

36 #

5

21

37

6#

22

7

23 #

38

8

24

39

9

25

40

10

26

41

11

27

42 #

12

28 #

43 #

13 #

29

44

14

30

45

15

31

46

16

32

( 607)

(607)

"unsuocessfu1" student, has discont1nued training; is not
eligible to return
All other students cont1nue 1n train1ng at th1s school ot
xmrsing.
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Table 2S
Cont1ngeno7 table, showing first-7ear performanoe of
the Class ot 1964, compared with performance
predicted from their total MMPI T scores

-

First-year
Pertormanoe

"Successful"
"Unsuccessful"
Total
X)..=O.OOl

According to total
MMPI T scores

-

Total

Welladjusted

Poor 17adjusted

29

7

36

8

2

10

37

9

46

P

e

.96

oompleteness, the various correlations are given in Table 24.
The supervisors' evaluations need a word of explanation.
~1ng

the summer of 1962 certain administrative changes in the

school and hospital resulted in the assignment ot faculty evaluators ot the earlier group to new positions in which their contact
the student nurses was drastically curtailed.

~ith

~962,

In

September,

when this investigator requested evaluations of the Class ot

1964, tour of the original evaluators were still available.

A sub-

stitute was obtained for the fifth evaluator, but there was at hand
~o

substitute tor the sixth.

~he

Two courses of action were possible.

study could proceed with only five evaluations of the Class ot

~964

instead ot six, as there had been with the Class ot 1963, or

same

new evaluator could be asked to undertake this task.

Rather
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Table 24
Spearman rank-order correlations ot various
evaluations and scores o~ the Class ot 1964

I

F

A #1

FACULTY ,EVALUATORS

NLN

#2

#3

#4

#5

Compos- . GRADES
ite

.647

.610

.376

.514

.829** .374

.243

.675

.199

.604

.80ffHH-~

.317

.208

.173

.488

.710

.448

.088

.440

.584-

.394

.322

.785*** .429

.192

.487

.264

TESTS

C

U

L #2

T
Y

#3

E

V

A #4

L
U

A #5
T
0 ComR poa-

S

ite

.394

GRADES

NLlf

TESTS

MMPI
'l' #1
A
T

#2

S

C

0
R
E
R
S

#3
Oom;"

posite

**
***

significant beyond the 005 level of confidence
significant beyond the .01 level of confidence
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Tabla

24 (cont'd)

Spearman rank-order correlations of various
evaluations and Boores of the Class of 1904
TAT

&PI

F
A

#1

U
L

12

C

#1

SClIKH.:KS

#2

#3

let

Composite

.216

-.020

-.103

-.049

-.061

-.132

.148

.087

-.186

.036

-.027

-.003

.080

.077

.028

.173

.093

-.048

.327

.121

-.036

-.035

-.004

-.120

.428

.192

.097

.160

.089

....;..002

.317

.088

-.029

.070

.035

-.064

GRADES .036

.148

.351

.377

.301

.095

NLN
'l'EST8

.0003

-.003

.036

.011

.185

.065

.063

.104

-.078

.477

.571

.729**

-.188

.907***

.893***

.034

.946***

.019

T

Y
E
V

A

#3
#4

L
U

A

#5

T
0
R
S

Composita

.154

.215

BPI
T

A

#1

'l'

#2

S
0
0 '3
R
B ComR posS ite

-.065
**
~**

significant beyond the 005 level of confidence
significant beyond the 001 level of confidence
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than introduce another source of possible contamination. the investigator decided to proceed with just five evaluators.
It will be noted in Table 24 (pages 84 and 85) that the highest correlation involving the IQ is .186 and that. in tact, most of
the correlations involving the IQ are negative.

From this it seems

that the intelligence test which is part of the pre-selection battery measures a factor not prominent in any ot the other tests and,
tor this reason. should be retained.
When the MMPI records of the 10 "most successful" members of
the Olass ot 1964. as determined by faculty evaluation (ot. Table
25, page 87) are compared with the MMPI records of the 10 "unsuccessful" members ot the class (ct. Table 26, page 88), it is apparent that the MMPI detects very little difference between these two
groups.

...

Table 27 (page 89) shows that the t ratios confirm the

fact that the MMPI as a whole has not been found to distinguish
between the "successful" and the "unsuccessful" students in the
male nursing program.
For some reason the testing agency enjoyed no greater success
in its predictions for the Class ot 1964 than did this study.
Table 28 (page 90) shows that the 11ke11hood of arr1ving by chance
at a predict10n similar to that made by the testing agency 1s so
great as to make these predictions ot doubtful worth.
One of the advantages of the MMPI is the pool of items which
it develops as a source of additional scales. some 213 of which
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Table 25
MMPI T scores of the 10 "most successful" members of the
Class of 1964. as determined by faculty evaluation

Scale

Rge

-

Mdn

-

M

-aD

-

7*

1.25

1.30

2.00

L

4*
36 - 50

2.30
42.50

2.10
43.40

1.22
4.15

F

-

2 - 3*
48 - 50

2.50
49.00

2.50
49.00

0.50
1.00

K

51 - 68

59.50

60.60

4.88

-

lis

44 - 57

48.83

50.30

4.03

D

41 - 53

48.17

47.10

3.91

.!!z

49 - 60

56.00

55.80

2.89

-

Pd

46 - 67

57.50

57.20

5.74

-M1'Pa
-

47 - 90

63.50

65.30

11.68

41 - 67
48 - 75

52.83

53.50

6.61

56.50

56.90

7.19

44 - 63

54.83

55.20

5.19

Ma

45 - 78

59.50

59.90

8.98

8i

37 - 68

42.83

45.60

9.18

'l

oo-

-8e
pt

*

Raw scores. T scores are not used on the , scale when the
number of "cannot say" responses i8 fewer than 30. Current
research favors reporting the Land F scales in raw scores
rather than in T scores. Both-scores are given for these
scale8.
-
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Table 26
MMPI ! scores of "unsuocessful" members of the Class of 1964
(N=lO)
Scale

-

-Mdn

Rge

-M

-SD

8-~

1.67

2.10

2.59

L

-

1 - 10*
40 - 70

3.10
46.83

4.10
50.00

2.62
8.85

l

1 - 7*
46 - 60

3.50
49.50

3.50
51.60

1.86
4.36

!

44 - 75

58.17

57.50

10.21

o-

'1

-

-DlIs

44 - 72

52.50

54.00

8.94

-

44 - 63

50.17

51.70

5.48

~

44 - 67

58.83

58.20

7.32

-Pd

50 - 71

62.83

62.40

5.37

Mf'

53 - 78

58.50

62.10

7.91

-

47 - 62

53.50

55.10

2.76

-ScPt

48 - 75

56.50

58.90

8.53

-Ma

46 - 73

63.50

61.30

9.18

-S1

43 - 73

61.50

60.80

9.42

-

35 - 56

47.50

45.60

6.14

-Pa

*

Raw scores. T scores are not used on the ? scale when the
number of "cannot say" responses is fewer than 30. Current
research favors reporting the L and F scales in raw soares
rather than in T scores. Both-scores are given for these
scales.
-
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Table 27

! ratios, giving statistical significance of differences
between MMPI scale means of 10 "most successful" and
10 "unsuccessful" members of the Class of 1964
Scale

-

-L

-2.136 **

F

-1.836 *

K

0.866

-

Ha

-1.193

D

-2.161

it!

-0.965

-Pd
-Pa

-2.092

.--

Mt

0.718

-Pt
-8c

-0.707

-1.830

!!.

-0.219

-8i

0.000

-

-

-t

**
*

-0.567

*

indicates difference in tavor of better addustment of "most
successful" members ot the class over the unsuccessful"
members

*
**

significant beyond the .10 level of confidence
significant beyond the .05 level ot confidence
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Table 28
Contingency table, showing first-year performance
ot the Class of 1964. compared with performance
predicted by testing agency

First-year
Performance

Judgment of the
testing agency
Not Recommended

31

4

35

9

1

10

40

5

"Successful"
"Unsuccessful"
Total

p) .90

X)..=O.016

*

Total

RecODlmended

One member of this class did not take the pre-selection
tests. No reason for this is given in his school record

have already been developed.

In the thought that one or other ot

these scales might distinguish the "successful" student nurses tram
the "unsuccessful" ones. the investigator scored the MMPI records
of the Class of 1964 according to several of these additional
scales which seemed to enjoy a certain "face validity."
~sed

were the Emotional Maturity

(~)

The scales

scale. developed by Pearson

-

(1954)1 the General Maladjustment (Gm) scale of Welsh (1952); the

-

Inner Maladjustment (In) scale of Simon (1957); and the Choice ot

square analyses

Nursing (No) scale of Beaver (1953).
these soale8.

Table 29 summarizes the chi-

of the performance of the Class of 1964 on each ot

-

It is seen from Table 29 (page 91) that the Gm soale

is the only one which attains statistical significance and that
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Table 29
summary ot chi-square analyses ot first-year performance
of the Class of 1964, compared with performance of
same class on several additional scales ot MMPI

-

Scale
Em
-Gm
-In
-Nc
-

P

(Pearson)

0.527

.478

(Welsh)

3.239

.076

(Simon)

0.260

.628

(Beaver)

0.245

even this one is not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
Thus, the use of the additional scales does not seem to have helped
much in the problem of selection for nursing school.
There are a number of studies, though, which attest the value
of

using one or other of the ten conventional clinical scales in

measuring certain traits or in assessing certain types of subjects.
Gough (1947, 1950), for instance, suggested subtracting the raw

-

-

score for the K scale from the raw score for the F scale, in order
to detect subjects who are dissimulating.

When MacLean, Tait, and

Catterall (1953) applied this formula to female student nurses,

-

they found (1) that F-minus-K scores of plus-lor higher indicated

-

that the student was either a malingerer or an unusually honest and
self-critical person; (2) that scores from zero to minus-10 indicated that the stUdent was normal; (3) that within the score range of
minus-ll to minus-16 the student was to be considered "doubtful;"
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Table 30

-

-

Distribution of F-minus-K scores of the Class of 1963
"SUcoessf'u1" nonBrothers

"Successful tt
Brothers

"Unsuccessful"

3

0

0

3

0 to -10

12

2

14

28

-11 to -16

12

6

2

20

-17 or lower

1

2

0

3

28

10

16

54

-

-

F-minus-K
score

+1

or higher

Total

Total

and (4) that scores beyond minus-16 showed a desire to "fake good. ll
"unsuccessful" members of the Class of 1963 (Cf. Table 30)
show a discernible tendency toward a more positive E-minus-! index
than do the "successful" students.

In other words, the "unsuocess-

ful" students tended more toward apparent malingering or ttfaking
bad."

This tendency is not apparent, however, in the reoords of

the Class of 1964 (Cf. Table 31, page 93), which show the "unsuc-

-

cessful" students evenly distributed over three F-minus-K categor-

-

ies.

In fact, the only pattern which is apparent in these data is

the tendency for those students who show a very strongly positive
E-minus-! index to persevere in nurses' training, and this without
exception.

Since their continued good standing is proof that they

are not malingerers and since there is no apparent reason why they
should want to "fake bad," the conclusion seems to be that these
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Table 31
Distribution of

-

F-~~nus-K

-

scores of the Class of 1964

"Successful n nonBrothers

"Successrul"
Brothers

"Unsuccessfu1"

Total

1

0

0

1

to -10

12

0

4

16

-11 to -16

13

1

3

17

-17 or lower

8

1

3

12

34

2

10

46

!-minus-K
score

+

.-

1 or higher

o

Total

are highly self-critical individuals.

Perhaps such a characteris-

tic makes for success rather than failure in the discerning and
careful profession of nursing.
It will be remembered that Altus (1948) claimed that the Ma
scale distinguished academic achievers from non-achievers beyond
the .01 level of confidence, with the non-achievers conSistently
scoring higher on this scale than did the achievers.

-

When the Ma

scale records of the Class of 1963 were studied, this scale was
found to distinguish the successful students fram the unsuccessful
ones beyond the .02 level of confidence, but not at the .01 leve1 0
The

~

scale records of the Class of 1964 did not distinguish be-

tween the two groups of students within that class at any significant level Whatever.
Wexner (1954) reported a positive correlation of

~

scale
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scores with intelligence.

His results, however, were not

with either group used in this study.

Correlations ot

confi~ed

~.07

and

--.13 were obtained for the Class of 1963 and the Class of 1964,
respectively.

too, was not con-

Anderson (1956) reported a positive correlation of the Pa
soale with aoademio achievement, but this result,
firmed by the present study.

The correlations obtained were --.15

and -.10 for the Class of 1963 and the Class of 1964, respectively.

- -

Yeomans and Lundin (1957) reported that the Pd, Mf,

Pa
scales were all useful in discriminating within college-level
groups.

ar~

They showed that the better students scored higher on the

seale, While the poorer students scored higher on the Pd and
-Mfscales.
- These results were not confirmed with the subjects ot this
Ma

study, principally beoause all of them, "suceescful" and "unsuccessful" alike, scored high on all three scale8.
A conspiouoU8 number of the "unsucoessful" members of both

-

olasse8 fit Drake and Oetting's (1957) pattern--Sc and Ma among the
three highest soales;

!! not among the three highest;

-

ru:.

among the

two lowest--and are, therefore, suspect of lacking academic motivation.

Chi-square analysis of these data (ct. Table 32, page 95)

shows that it is reasonable to expect that those who fit the DrakeOetting pattern will eventually be numbered among the "unsuccessful" students.
By the time the study had reached this point, the Class ot
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Table 32

summary of ohi-square

~Jalyses of the Class of 1963
and the Class of 1964. oompared according to
Drake-oetting pattern

p

Group
Class of 1963

4.408

.039

Class of 1964

1965 had

.151

already been selected and had begun training at the

sohool~

This investigator gave them the MMPI during their first week of
training.

Since the school officials fnrniabed all the usual back-

ground information, as they had tor the other two classes. it waD
possible to compare the Class of 1965 with each of the two classes
which had preceded it.

Such n comparison may help to indicate

which of the two preceding classeo is more nearly "typical" of thia
school; however, further work along these lines will still be needed.
There were 49 men in the entering Class of 1965.

They came

from. 14 different States in this countr,. and from one P:c:ov1nce ot
C~~nda.

Thirty-eight of them (nearly 78% of the total) were resi-

dents of the seven mj.dwestern States of Illinois, Indiana. Iowa,
141chigml, Minnesota l Ohio, and Wisconsin.

Seven men had previously

served in the armed foroes--three in the army. two in the air
force, one in the navy. and one in the national guard.
~en

Thirt66n

(about 27% of the total) had done some previous college work.
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Table 33
Certain Characteristios of the Class of 1965

Age (in
years)

IQ*

*'

-

Range

-Mdn

!

17.75 - 40.33

19.54

20.88

120.70

120.79

11.69

1.48
1.38

1.55
1.23

1.67

97 - 154

Siblingss
Brothers
Sisters

(![-49)

0 - 6
0-4

aD

3.83

1.08

as measured by the California Test of Mental Maturity

Twenty-one men had worked as orderlies or technioians, of whom
three had also served as hospital corpsmen during military servioe.
Thirty-seven men (about 75% of the total) were Raman Catholios.

Among the others there were three Methodists, two Lutherans,

one Baptist, one Congregationalist, one Presbyterian, and four undifferentiated "Protestants."

Seven members of the olass were re-

ligious Brothers; the rest were seoular stUdents.
student was married; all the rest were single.

One entering

Other oharacteris-

tios of this olass are given in Table 33 above.
A comparison ot the MMPI scale means tor this olass (Cf. Table
34, page 97) with those for the Classes of 1963 (Cf. Table 4, page
52) and 1964 (Cf. Table 20, page 77) shows that the Class of 1965
~ears

a strong resemblance to the Class of 1964 but differs fram

the Class ot 1963 even more signitioantly than does the ClaS8 ot

·
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Table 34
MMPI
Scale

-L
?

!

scores for the Class of 1965

Range

-Mdn

-M

-

0 - 30*

2.30

4.61

6.30

o - 7*

2.79
45.83

2.90
46.00

1.73
5.74

44 - 85

3.05
50.38

4.04
52.78

3.77
5.47

33 - 74

55.00

55.22

9.52

36 - 60

o - 18*

F

K

U!..=49)

..

SD

'-'.

-DHs

36 - 80

52.33

51.98

9.03

-

32 - 82

52.21

54.57

10.18

1!l

45 - 80

59.00

58.04

7.42

-11£Pd

46 - 95

60.50

61.35

9.60

-Pa

45 - 90

64.21

64.57

10.74

35 - 79

53.07

54.14

8.65

-Sc
pt

35 - 87

62.25

61.88

10.97

-Ma

40 - 92

61.17

61.76

11.33

-81

38 - 86

59.36

60.35

13.82

-

30 - 72

50.33

50.63

10.01

-

Mean of means tor clin1cal scales:

*

57.93

Raw soores. T soores are not used on the ? soale when the
number ot "oaiinot say" responses 1s tewer t'han 30. Current
research tavors reporting the L and F scales in raw scores
rather than in T scores. Both-scores are g1ven tor these

"'

-
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Table 35

1

ratios, giving statistical significance of the differences
between MMPI scale means of the Class of 1963 and
the Class of 1966
Scale

-t

L

0.106

1:

-0.076

!

-2.264

**

,

-

"'---"-----

-

Hs

-1.389

-D

-3.113

!!l

-3.636

-PdMt
-Fa
-Ft

-4.576

-4.719 ****'*
-1.200

-

-3.664

!.':.

-4.623

-Ma

-1.749 '*

-8i

-2.846

****
*****
*****

*****
*****
****

indicates difference in tavor of better adjustment ot the
Class of 1963 over the Class of 1965

*

**

***

****

*****

significant
significant
significant
significant
significant

beyond
beyond
beyond
beyond
beyond

the
the
the'
the
the

.10
.05
.02
.01
.001

level
level
level
level
level

of
of'
of
of
of

confidence
confidence
confidence
confidence
confidence
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1964.

The

1 ratios, indicating the statistioal signifioanoe of

these difterencea 8.1'e given in Tables 21 (page 78), 35 (page 98),
and 36

(page 100).

It was learned at this time that another six members of the
Class of 1963 dropped out of the sohool during their seoond year
of training.

FOUl' of these are not eligible to return.

Thus, as

this is written. there 8.1'e only 30 remaining members of the Clasa
of 1963, Which originally numbered 59.

Eight ot the drop-outs are

eligible to return, but that still leaves 21 men, more than onethird of the original number, who must olearly be considered "unsuccessful."

This severe rate of attrition was not usual in the

olasses which preceded the Class of 1963, nor does it seem likely
for the Class of 1964.

Consideration of all the evidence whioh

has been gathered, the clear indications and the hint. as well,
leads to the conclusion that the Class of 1963 is not character istio of this sohool.

Hence. prediotions of other classes, based on

the performance of the Class of 1963, were virtually foredoomed to
tailure.
The present evidenoe shows that the "typioal" suocessful student at this school scores well above the MMPI normative group on
most of the clinical soales.

_ --

-

Peaks on the Pd, ......
Mr, Pt, and Ma

scales should not be consldered indicatlve of maladjustment in the
absence ot other evidence.

-

HoweVer, unusually high scores on the

acterlstlc ot many ot the sohool's drop-outs.

Pd and Ma scales, unaooompanied by a high Mt score, have been charThe pattern whlch
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Table 36

1

ratios, giving statistical significance of the differences
between MMPI scale means of the Class of 1964 and
the Class of 1965

-t

Scale

L

-1.817

-K
-

-0.346

F

---

-

-Hs

-0.423

D

-2.984

1JZ

-1.741

-MfPd

-0.511

-Pa
-So

-0.140

-

****
*

-0.051

pt

-1.479

-

-1.379

-SiMa
-

-

-0.992
.

-

*

0.598
-1.864

*

indicates difference in favor of better adjustment of the
Class of 1964 over the Class of 1965

*

****

signifioant beyond the .10
significant beyond. the .01

level of confidence
level of confidence
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Drake and oetting (1957) found characteristic of those who lack
academic motivation is also characteristic of this school's dropouts.
Neither age nor IQ is consistently correlated with success in
the school.

Older studGnts were more conspicuous e.mong the "suc-

cessful" members of the Class of 1963, but with the Class ot 1964
it was the older students who tended to drop out.

More important

than mere age seems to be the consideration of what the man has
done since leaving high sOhool.

Where the intervening years have

been spent in military servioe, the prognosis for success in school
is not encouraging, especially it the years of military service
did not involve work in a medical auxiliary function.
Where no other information is available. the IQ can be used as
the basis ot selection with reasonable success.
~e

This is what would

expected from the whole history ot nursing-school selection.

However I the weight of this study should be added to thos e which
counsel the use of other selective procedures, While retaining the
intelligence test.

CHAPTER VII

Each member ot the Class ot 1964 took the TAT sometime during
the month ot September, 1961# his tirst month ot nurses' training.
The tests were selt-administered, each student working in his own
roam at the nurSing school residence arrl writing his stories in
longhand.

Thirteen cards ot the standard set were used, namely,

Cards 1, 2, 38M, 4, 6BM, 7BM, 10, 11, 13MP, 14, 16, 17BM, and 20.
The investigator worked tram the handwritten stories, making
an import tor each story and scoring these according to Arnold's
system, as explained in Chapter IV ot this paper.

He used the im-

port oategories and the 4-3-2-1 scoring system which were ourrent
in 1960, when he himself was trained in the method of sequential
analysis.

He also prepared typewritten copies at each subject's

stories, an original and two carbon copies ot each typewritten protocol.

All identitying details were deleted trom these sheets,

the subjects' names being replaced by code numbers.

In all other

respects, however, the original stories were transcribed as accurately as possible.
~ere

Errors in spelling, punctuation, and diction

transcribed as the subjects had written them.

emended

t~

Occasionally an

was supplied in brackets where it was deemed necessary

tor the sense ot the sentence.
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Two additional scorers were selected by one at the readers at
this study, but their identity was not revealed to the investigator.

Each at these scorers was given a full set of the subjects'

typewritten stories and asked to score them according to Arnold's
method of sequence analysis.

In due time each scorer indirectly

returned to the investigator a tally sheet, showing each subject's
code number and the scores which the scorer had assigned to each of
his stories.

Since both scorers had been trained by Arnold in the

method at sequence analysis during the year 1961, they used the revised list at import categories and the revised scoring system (Ct.
page 39) which were in use at that time.
The investigator converted these scores into the 4-3-2-1 system which Fagot (1962) has shown to be equivalent to the other system.

He totaled the scores assigned to each subject's stories, as-

signing each subject a rank on the basis ot the total score.

Ta-

bles 37, 38, and 39 (pages 104, 105, and 106) list the subjects by
number, ranked in accordance with these total TAT score,.
Arnold uses the neutral zero point on the plus-2, plus-l,
minus-l, minus-2 scale or the 2.50 point on the 4-3-2-1 scale to
mark the division between a "good" or positive protocol and a "bad"
or negative one.

A protocol with a mean score ot 2.50 tor 13 stor-

ies would have a total score of 32.50.

For this reason a total

score ot 32 was used as the cut-oft score between "good" and "bad"
protocols, and a line was drawn at the appropriate places on Tables
37, 38, and 39 (pages 104, 105, and 106).

These lines are labeled
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Tabl e 37
Clas s of 1964 , ranke d acco rding to TAT
prot ocol s, as score d by Scor er #1

1

17

32

2

18

33

3

19

34 II

4

20

35

5#

21

6

22

36 #

7

23

37

8#

24

38#

9

25

39

10 #

26 #

40

11

27

41

12

28 #

42

13 II

r/I

(Ad hoc)

(Arn old)

43

14

29

44

15

30

45

16

31 #

46

indic ates stud ents who have disco ntinu ed train ing durin g
the firs t year . All othe r stud ents cont inue
train ing at
the same scho ol of nurs ing.
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Table 38
Class of 1964, ranked according to TAT
protocols, aa scored by Scorer #2

1

16

32

(Arnold)

2

33

3

17

34

4#

18

35

5

19

36

6

.,

20

37

21

38

8

22 1

39

9 :/I

23 #

(Ad hoc)

10

24

401

11

25

41 #

12

26

42

13#

27

43

14

28

44

15

29 I

45 #

30

46

31 #
(I

indicates students who have discontinued training during
the first year. All other students continue in training
at the same school of nursing.
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'lIable 39
Class of 1964, ranked aooording to TAT
protoools, as scored by Soorer #3

1

17

32

2

10

33

3

19

34

4

20

35

(Arnold)

5

#

36

(Ad hoc)

6#

21

7

22

37

8

23

38 II

9

24

10

25

40

26

41

12#

27#

42

13

28

43

14

29

44

15

30#

45

16

31

46 #

11

#

#

II

39

II indicates students who have discontinued training during

the first year. All other students continue in training
at the same school of nursing.
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"Arnold," since they have been drawn at the spots suggested by the
Arnold scoring system.

Inspection of Tables 37, 38, and 39 (pages

104, 105, and 106) shows that several "unsuccessful" stUdents have
scores above this line and that a large number of "successful" students are ranked below it.

In other words, when the Arnold cut-oft

scores are used tor the TAT protocols scored according to her system, they do not distinguish "suocess:f'ul" stUdent nurses from "unsuccessful" ones.

Chi-square analySiS of the data obtained by

using these cut-oft scores

conti~s

this visual impression (Ct.

Table 40) and shows that it is entirely possible for results such
as these to be obtained by chance.
Table 40
Slummary of chi-square analyses, showing disorimination
01' the Class 01' 1964 by the TAT, using various
scorers and various cut-otf scores
Scorer

Cut-ott
soore

X).

#1

Arnold

0.004

.949

#1

Ad hoc

0.108

.749

12

Arnold

0.129

.725

#2

Ad hoc

2.170

.150

#3

Arnold

0.945

.341

#3

Ad hoo

0.513

.483

p

--

It was thought that perhaps some sort of empirical or ad hoc
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cut-ott score could be chosen which would lead to signiticant results.

Admittedly it would be hard to justity this procedure and

replication in future experiments would be difficult, but it was
thODsht that such a soore should be chosen and investigated for its
signiticanoe.

The soore ahosen varied with the rankings aS8igned

by each scorer, since it was placed at the most advantageous spot
in each scorer's set ot ranks.
37, 38,

arJd

These scores are shown in Tables

39 (pages 104, 105, and 106).

The ctd-square analyses

hioh resulted from their use are slwwarized in Table 40 (page 107)
There it is seen that the empirical cut-ott score chosen tor use
ith Scorer #2 t s evaluations is significant at the .15 level ot
confidence, but that none of the other results is signiticant even
at this level.
Table 24 (pagss 84 and 86) shows that there was considerable
variance among the three TAT scorers, especially between the investigator (Scorer #1) and the other two scorers.
oS8ible explanations tor this.

There are several

Firat, the inVestigator learned

Arnold's system in 1960 and in hi a sooring made use ot the in:port
oategories and the 4-3-2-1 scoring system in vogue at that time.
he other scorers learned Arnold's system in 1961 and in doing
their scoring used the expanded list ot import categories and the
lus-2, plus-l, minus-l, minua-2 scoring system in use at that time
not appeal:' that the ditterenoe in the acoring s.,.atems sho
ntroduce an.,. discrepancies, especially since Fagot (1962) reported
hat the two systems were equivalent and interchangeable.

However,
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the 1961 list of import categories is much more detailed than the
lists which it replaced and thus might be expected to give greater
precision in the scoring.
Second, the investigator met each of the subjects personally
at the time that he gave them the materials for the TAT.
unavoidable that he form some sort of impres sion of them.
scored their protocols, he worked from the
contained the subject's true names.

~written

It was
When he

aheets whic

In this way his first impres-

sion was able perhaps to exert an indeterminate influence upon his
evaluation of the stories.

The other scorers did not meet the stu

dents personally; moreover, they worked from the anonymous typewritten sheets on which the subjects were identified only by code
number.
Since there were these differences among the 8corers, it was
decided to combine their ratings in all possible ways and to see
whether any of these combinations produced significant results.
Empirical cut-off scores were introduced at the most advantageous
locations and the data submitted to chi-square analysis.
sults are sl.unmarized in Table 41 (page 110).

The re-

It is

the likelihood of achieving these results by chance ranges from .2
to .83, with none of the results attaining statistical significance
The oonclusion, therefore, seema to be that the TAT, when
soored according to Arnold's method of sequential analysis, does
not distinguish "successful" male student nUl'ses from "unsuccessful" ones.

Moreover, the large scorer variance raises questions
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Table 41
Summa:ry ot chi-square analY'.e., showlng dlscrlminatlon
ot the Class ot 1964 bY' the T~, uslng varlous
comblnatlons ot scorers and cut-ott scores
Scorer
, comblnatlon

X:l..

#1 and #2

(a)

0.221

.655

#1 and #2

(b)

0.061

.827

#1 and #1

(a)

0.511

.484

#1 and #3

(b)

0.652

.471

#2 and #3

(a)

1.060

.303

#2 and 113

(b)

1.627

.202

.

P

#1, #2, and #3

(a)

0.634

.443

fll, fl2, and #3

(b)

0.101

.766

fll, #2, and #3

(c)

0.264

.633

about the objectlvitY"

valldlty, and rellabl1lty of this scoring

system.
Undoubtedly, further experiments are needed ln order to deter~ne

whether or not the revised list ot 1mport categories which

Arnold 1ntroduced on an experimental basis ln 1961 and publlshed
in her manual (1962) bring to her scoring system the objectivitY'
and reliabl1ity which she has been seeklng.
~osted

The .907 coefficient

in this study bY' the two scorers who used the revised list

of categorle. glves reason to hope that the scoring sY'stem may be
~ndicated

by turther research.
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However. it baa not been the purpose of this study to teat the
sooring system but rather to investigate its usefulness in distin~ishing

"suocessful" male student nurses from "unsuccessful" ones.

In this respect the results

ot this study have been negative, tor.

regardless of what combination of scorers was used, the TAT did not
distinguish between these two groups of students.

It is true, of

course, that the reliability ot the sooring system affects the validity of the test as a discriminating instrument.

Thus, improved

reliability may be expected to lead to improved validity.

Within

the limits of the scoring system as it exists at present, however,
the TAT was not found to be a valid discrindnating instrument.
There is no doubt that the large number of stories assembled
as the result of this study--l3 stories from each of 46 studenta-constItute a valuable pool for further TAT research.

Doubtless.

too, each subject's stories are susceptible of valuable clinical
interpl'etation according to one or several of the various methods
outlined in Chapter IV of this study.
of thi& study was to

USG

However. the original plan

only Arnold's method of sequential analy-

sis in interpreting the TAT protocols, so as to determine whether
or not the TAT, scored and interpreted in this fashion, would function a& a useful discriminating instrument in nursing-school selection.

One of the reasons for choosing so restricted a goal was

that many of the other interpretive procedures require a degree of
training and test sophistication which it would be difficult for
the administrators of this school to acquire.

Thus, howsoever val-
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uable some of these other methods might be from the standpoint of
pure research. they were not judged to be praotioal for the use to
~hich

the TAT might actually be put in this school.
Only the Arnold method of sequential analysis has been used in

this study. therefore.

Within the limits of the import and sooring

system as it exists at present, this analysis of the TAT has not
been found. successfully to distinguish usuccessful" male student
nurses from "unsuooessful" onea.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The MMPI was administered to a group of entering students at
a school for male nurses during the first week of their training.
One year later the MMPI profiles of this group were studied in the
light of their first-year performance, to ascertain what indioations, if any, the MMPI had given ahead of time of their pertormanoe during that year.

The same test was given to the next class

ot entering students, also during the first week of training, and
their first-year performance was predioted on the basis of the MYPI
characteristios learned from studying the first group.

The seoond

olass was also given the TAT, self-administered and scored aocording to Arnold's method of sequential analysis.

The MMPI and the

TAT were compared for their efficiency in predicting success in
nurses' training.
The results were as follows:

1.

The MMPI, as a whole, did not distinguish suocessful

male student nurses from unsuocessful ones.
S.

The Drake-Oetting MMPI pattern, which reportedly identi-

ties those who lack aoademic motivation, distinguished successful
students from unsuocessful ones at the .15 level of confidence.
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3.
~Inguished

successful students from unsuccessful ones beyond the

Welsh's MMPI scale ot general maladjustment (Om) d18-

.10 level of confidence.
4.
~ost

of the MMPI scales, especially on the
5.

J!!

Student nurses score hIgher than the normative group on

soale.
6.

~

and !! scqles.

Successful student nurses also tend to score high on the
The TAT, scored according to Arnold's method ot sequen-

tial analysis, dId not dIstInguish successful student nurses from
unsuocessful ones.

However, It may prove clinically useful in

counseling unsuocessful or problem students.
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